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Abstract
The goal of this paper is to introduce the notion of weak lighting function in order to replicate
the “continuous perception” associated with strong 26-surfaces. As a consequence, the continuous
analogue de4ned ad hoc by Malgouyres and Bertrand only for these surfaces is extended for
arbitrary objects, and the local characterization of 4nite strong 26-surfaces given in (Malgouyres
and Bertrand, Int. J. Pattern Recognition Art. Intell. 13(4) (1999) 465–484) is generalized to
possibly in4nite surfaces. Moreover, weak lighting functions also replicate the “continuous per-
ception” associated with (; )-surfaces, (; ) = (6; 6), since they are generalizing the lighting
functions previously de4ned by the authors. c© 2002 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
In a series of papers [1–3] we introduced an approach to the notion of digital space
within a new framework for digital topology. This framework is presented as a mul-
tilevel architecture which provides a link between a device model, where the discrete
nature of digital objects is represented, and an Euclidean space. The most elaborate
notion of digital space was given in [3] by introducing the notion of lighting func-
tion, which intends to formalize the idea of “continuous perception” that an observer
may take on digital objects. In this way, a digital space is not only determined by
a device model but also by a lighting function de4ned on it. In some sense, such a
 This paper is an extended version with complete proofs of [4].
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function provides a method to construct a continuous analogue (an Euclidean polyhe-
dron in fact) for each digital object, which is actually the “continuous perception” we
are considering on that object.
Based on the idea of “face membership rule” from Kovalevsky [14], lighting func-
tions were originally de4ned through a set of four axioms, yielding most of the
“continuous perceptions” used in literature. In fact, for all ; ∈{6; 18; 26} there exist
lighting functions providing the corresponding (; )-connectivity de4ned on Z3 within
the graph-based approach to digital topology [11]. Moreover, (; )-surfaces [17, 9] are
also found as surfaces in the corresponding digital spaces, for (; ) = (6; 6). However
these four axioms are not general enough to replicate the “continuous perception” as-
sociated with the generalization of (26; 6)-surfaces provided by the strong 26-surfaces
[6, 15] (see Proposition 9.3).
The main goal of this paper is to introduce a set of axioms for lighting func-
tions more general than that in [3, De4nition 1]. These new axioms allow us to 4nd
a suitable digital space (R3; fBM ) whose surfaces are exactly the set of strong 26-
surfaces (Theorem 9.2). In addition, several consequences are derived from this result.
Firstly, the continuous analogue de4ned by Malgouyres and Bertrand [15] only for
strong 26-surfaces is now extended to arbitrary objects. Moreover, results proved in
our framework with full generality, as the Digital Jordan–Brouwer Theorem, hold for
strong 26-surfaces without a further proof. Finally, Theorem 9.2 provides an exten-
sion to possibly in4nite strong 26-surfaces of the local characterization given in [15,
Theorem 6] only for 4nite strong 26-surfaces.
These weak lighting functions are introduced in Section 3, where we also recall the
de4nition of digital space and some other basic notions of our framework. In Sec-
tion 4 the connectedness of digital objects in a digital space is de4ned in terms of
the device model, and then characterized at all levels of our architecture. The main
result in this section states that the connectedness of an object is characterized by
the connectedness of its continuous analogue, and similarly for the complement of an
object. This will enable us to use the continuous Jordan–Brouwer Theorem in order
to prove easily the corresponding digital result (Theorem 5.3). Before, also in Sec-
tion 5, a general notion of digital manifold is introduced by means of the continuous
analogue; and we show, in Section 8, that the local notion of near strong 26-surface
[15] provides a characterization for digital 2-manifolds (surfaces) in the digital space
(R3; fBM ) introduced in Section 7. The proof of this fact uses in a crucial way the Dig-
ital Jordan–Brouwer Theorem. This characterization is the main ingredient to show in
Section 9 that the digital surfaces in (R3; fBM ) are exactly the strong 26-surfaces in the
sense of Bertrand and Malgouyres. In Section 6 we recall the notion of (near) strong
26-surface and some of its properties are restated appropriately in the language of our
framework.
To ease the reading we collect in Section 2 the basic notions from polyhedral topol-
ogy which are used through all the paper, while Appendix A contains other advanced
notions and results which are needed in the proofs of Section 8. We refer to [19, 21]
for further details on polyhedral topology.
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2. Basic notions and notations
A polytope  is the convex hull 〈x0; x1; : : : ; xm〉 of a 4nite set of points A= {xi}mi=0
in some Euclidean space Rd. The dimension of , dim , is the dimension of the aKne
variety spanned by A; and so,  is called an n-dimensional polytope (or, simply, an
n-polytope) if dim = n. Notice that, for all n¿1, every n-polytope is homeomorphic
to the Euclidean n-ball Bn. So, the notions of interior of , ◦, and boundary of , @,
are clear. As usual for a 0-polytope  (i.e., a polytope consisting of a single point)
◦ =  and @= ∅.
Given a polytope , any subset ⊆ @ is called a proper face of  if there exists
an hyperplane Hd−1 such that Hd−1 ∩ =Hd−1 ∩ @= , while the empty set and 
itself are called improper faces. We write 6 if  is a face of , and ¡ if it
is a proper face. Notice that each proper face ¡ is a polytope itself; moreover,
@=
⋃{ | ¡} and ◦ =  − @. The 0-dimensional faces of  are usually called
the vertices of . A simplex is a polytope whose vertices are aKnely independent
points.
A polyhedral complex is a set K of polytopes in some Euclidean space Rd
satisfying:
1. If ∈K and ¡ then ∈K .
2. If ; ∈K then ∩  is a face of both  and .
A simplicial complex is a polyhedral complex whose cells are simplexes. Actually,
polyhedral complexes are particular cases of cellular complexes, as they are usually
de4ned in polyhedral topology. So, for simplicity, and where there is no place to
confusion, we will usually call a complex to any polyhedral complex K , and the
polytopes of K will be simply called cells in next sections.
The underlying polyhedron of a complex K is the space |K |=⋃{ | ∈K} endowed
with the weak topology de4ned by the polytopes of K ; namely, C ⊆ |K | is a closed
subset if and only if C ∩  is a closed subset for each ∈K . If K is a simplicial
complex, then K is called a triangulation of |K |.
A complex K is said to be locally 9nite if for each x∈ |K | there exists a neigh-
bourhood of x which intersects only a 4nite number of cells in K . In particular, the
set {∈K | ¡} is 4nite for each ∈K whenever K is a locally 4nite complex. It is
well-known that if K is a locally 4nite complex in the Euclidean space Rd, then the
weak topology on |K | coincides with the topology of |K | as a subspace of Rd.
The dimension of K , dimK , is the largest dimension of its cells. We say that K is
n-dimensional if dimK = n, and homogeneously n-dimensional if every cell in K is a
face of some n-cell ∈K .
A subcomplex of K is a complex L such that L⊆K . Notice that for each polytope
∈K both  and @ naturally de4ne subcomplexes of K . The r-skeleton of K is the
subcomplex skr(K)= {∈K | dim 6r}. If ∈K , the star and the link of  are re-
spectively the subcomplexes st(;K)= {∈K | 6; 6 and ∈K} and lk(;K)=
{∈ st(;K) | ∩ = ∅}. If K is simplicial, L⊆K is called a full subcomplex if any
∈K whose vertices are in L belongs to L.
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Given a complex K , we say that the complex L is a subdivision of K if |K |= |L|
and each polytope of L is contained in some polytope of K . We shall now describe
the construction of a subdivision which plays an important role in polyhedral topology.
A centroid-map is a map c :K→|K | such that c()∈ ◦. The point c() is called the
centroid of . The derived subdivision of K induced by the centroid-map c is the
simplicial complex K (1) whose vertices are the centroids of the polytopes of K and
whose simplexes are of the form 〈c(0); c(1); : : : ; c(m)〉, where 0¡1¡ · · ·¡m.
A map f :P→Q between polyhedra is piecewise linear (abbreviated pl-map) if
there are triangulations P= |K | and Q= |L| for which f maps vertices to vertices
and it is linear on each simplex of K . A bijective pl-map whose inverse is also a
pl-map is called a pl-homeomorphism. A polyhedral n-ball (n-sphere) is a polyhe-
dron which is pl-homeomorphic to an n-simplex (the boundary of an (n+1)-simplex,
respectively). A simplicial complex K is called a combinatorial n-manifold if the
link of every k-simplex is either a polyhedral (n − k − 1)-sphere or (n − k − 1)-
ball. It is known that, if K is a combinatorial manifold, any other triangulation of the
polyhedron |K | is also a combinatorial manifold, and so a polyhedron M is called a
polyhedral manifold (pl-manifold) if it can be triangulated as a combinatorial man-
ifold. The boundary of K is the subcomplex @K = {∈K | lk(;K) is a pl-ball}.
When @K = ∅ we say that K is a combinatorial manifold without boundary. Since a
pl-homeomorphism is a topological homeomorphism, any point of an n-dimensional
pl-manifold |K | admits a neighbourhood which is topologically homeomorphic
to either Rn or Rn+ = {(x1; : : : ; xn)∈Rn | xn¿0}. Hence any n-dimensional
pl-manifold |K | is a (triangulated) topological manifold whose boundary is
|@K |.
We conclude this section by giving some notations and de4nitions from graph
theory.
A directed graph on a given set X is a couple G(X; E), where E⊆X ×X is a
binary relation on X . The elements of X and E are respectively called vertices and
edges of G. A directed path in G is a sequence "=(xi)ni=0 of vertices such that
(xi−1; xi)∈E (16i6n); the number n is the length of ". The path " is a cycle if
x0 = xn. A directed graph without cycles is said to be acyclic, and it is called transitive
if it contains an edge (x; y) whenever there is a directed path from x to y. A path "
is said to be undirected if either (xi−1; xi) or (xi; xi−1) belongs to E.
A subgraph of G(X; E) is a graph G′(X ′; E′) such that X ′⊆X and E′⊆E. If, in
addition, E′=E ∩ (X ′ × X ′), G′ is said to be a full subgraph or the subgraph of G
induced by X ′. The connection via undirected paths in a graph G(X; E) de4nes an
equivalence relation on the set X . The components of G are the subgraphs induced by
the equivalence classes of X under this relation, and G is said to be connected if it
has only one component.
A graph G(X; E) is said to be undirected if E is symmetric (i.e., (y; x)∈E whenever
(x; y)∈E), and then it is considered that there is only one edge between the vertices
x and y written {x; y}.
Finally, we write P(X ) to denote the family of all subsets of a given set X .
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3. Digital spaces
In [3] we introduced a notion of digital space that describes the discrete structure
of digital images and provides a continuous interpretation for them as well. In this
setting the continuous interpretation of a digital image is represented by a polyhedron
called its continuous analogue. The goal of this section is to generalize our notion of
digital space in order to deal with a wider family of continuous analogues for digital
images.
The spatial layout of pixels in digital images is represented by a device model which
is a homogeneously n-dimensional locally 4nite polyhedral complex K . Only the n-cells
in a device model K are representing pixels, while the other lower dimensional cells
in K are used to describe how the pixels could be linked to each other. In this way,
the objects displayed in digital images are subsets of the set celln(K) of n-cells in a
device model K ; and, thus, we call a digital object in K to any subset O⊆ celln(K).
Obviously, all complexes that ful4l the above conditions are examples of device
models. However, it is worth to point out that the graph-based approach to digital
topology provides another source of examples for this notion. In this approach, a num-
ber of diPerent grids and adjacency relations have been considered [11], most of them
based on the Voronoi neighbourhoods of the grid points. Given a grid P of points in
a Euclidean space Rn, the Voronoi neighbourhood of p∈P is the locus of all points
in Rn closer to p than to any other grid point. A Voronoi neighbourhood is always a
convex set. Furthermore, if there exists a constant D¿0 such that any point of Rn is
within a distance less than D of some grid point, then the Voronoi neighbourhoods are
also compact polytopes. In this sense, these grids can be understood as device models.
In particular, in this paper we will mainly deal with the device model Rn associated
with the grid Zn⊆Rn of all points with integer coordinates. The Voronoi neighbour-
hood of a grid point p∈Zn is the unit n-cube centered at p whose edges are parallel
to the coordinate axes. So that, every digital object O in Rn, which is a subset of these
n-cubes, can be identi4ed with a subset of points in Zn. Henceforth we shall use this
identi4cation without further comment. This device model Rn is called the standard
cubical decomposition of the Euclidean n-space.
Another interesting device model is the tiling of the Euclidean plane by regular
hexagons. In this model each hexagon is the Voronoi neighbourhood of its centre.
Before proceeding with the de4nition of digital space, we need some notions, which
are illustrated in Fig. 1 for an object O in the device model R2.
The 4rst two notions formalize two types of “digital neighbourhoods” of a cell ∈K
in a given digital object O⊆ celln(K). Indeed, we call the star of  in O to the set
stn(;O)= {∈O | 6} of n-cells (pixels) in O having  as a face. Similarly, the
extended star of  in O is the set st∗n(;O)= {∈O | ∩  = ∅} of n-cells (pixels) in
O intersecting .
The third notion is the support of a digital object O which is de4ned as the set
supp(O) of cells of K (not necessarily pixels) that are the intersection of n-cells (pixels)
in O. Namely, ∈ supp(O) if and only if =⋂{ | ∈ stn(;O)}.
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Fig. 1. The physical support of an object O and two types of digital neighbourhoods in O for a cell . The
cells in O together with the bold edges and dots are the elements in supp(O).
To ease the writing, when the digital object is the whole set celln(K) we shall simply
write supp(K), stn(;K) and st∗n(;K) instead of supp(celln(K)), stn(; celln(K)) and
st∗n(; celln(K)), respectively.
Next lemma is immediate from these de4nitions.
Lemma 3.1. Let K be a device model. The following properties hold for any digital
object O in K and any cell ∈K :
1. If dim =0 then stn(;O)= st∗n (;O).
2. Let {vi}ki=0 be the set of vertices of . Then stn(;O)=
⋂k






3. stn(;O)= stn(; stn(;O))= stn(; st∗n (;O)).





5. If ∈O then ∈ supp(O).
6. ∈ supp(O) is equivalent to ∈ supp(stn(;O)) or alternatively to ∈ supp(st∗n
(;O)).
In some sense, the support of a digital object is the minimum set of cells representing
the physical layout of that object. However, one of the key ideas of our approach is
to distinguish this physical representation from the “continuous perception” that an
observer may take on the object. In fact, we admit possible diPerent perceptions on
the same physical support. The continuous perception of a digital object O is formalized
through the notion of continuous analogue associated with O, which is de4ned below as
a certain Euclidean polyhedron. But, in general, the continuous analogue is topologically
distinguishable from the support. Actually, a given digital object whose support is a
two-dimensional polyhedron may have a one-dimensional continuous analogue.
In [3], the continuous analogue of each digital object in a device model K is obtained
from a lighting function de4ned on K . In order to reach our goal, we next generalize
these functions as follows.
Denition 3.2. Given a device model K , a function f : P(celln(K))×K→{0; 1} is
said to be a weak lighting function (w.l.f.) on K if it veri4es the following 4ve
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properties for all O⊆ celln(K) and ∈K .
1. If ∈O then f(O; )= 1.
2. If  =∈ supp(O) then f(O; )= 0.
3. f(O; )6f(celln(K); ).
4. f(O; )=f(st∗n(;O); ).
5. Let O1⊆O2⊆ celln(K) and ∈K such that stn(;O1)= stn(;O2), f(O1; )= 0 and
f(O2; )= 1. Then, the set of cells (O1;O2)= {¡ |f(O1; )= 0, f(O2; )= 1}
is non-empty and connected in @. Moreover, if O is a digital object containing O2,
then f(O; )= 1 for every ∈ (O1;O2).
If f(O; )= 1 we say that the w.l.f. f lights the cell  for the digital object O.
A digital space is then de4ned as a pair (K;f) where K is a device model and f
is a weak lighting function on K .
The ideas underlying properties (1)–(5) in the previous de4nition are quite intuitive.
We will postpone their explanation to the end of this section since they are strongly
related to the notion of continuous analogue.
Example 3.3. Every device model K = ∅ admits the weak lighting functions fmax, fmin
and g given, respectively, by
1. fmax(O; )= 1 if and only if ∈ supp(O)
2. fmin(O; )= 1 if and only if ∈O
3. g(O; )= 1 if and only if ∈ supp(O) and stn(;K)⊆O
Both fmax and g are distinct from fmin only if there exist two n-cells in K with a
common face. On the other hand, if a cell ∈K is the intersection of a proper subset
of n-cells in stn(;K) then g =fmax. Notice that this is not the case in the hexagonal
tiling of the Euclidean plane; so that, the weak lighting functions fmax and g coincide
on this device model.
Observe that the family of all w.l.f.’s on a given device model K is a partially ordered
set by de4ning f′6f if and only if f′(O; )6f(O; ), for any object O⊆ celln(K)
and any cell ∈K . It is easy to show that fmax and fmin are, respectively, the greatest
and the least elements for this ordering.
In [3, De4nition 1] we de4ned the notion of a lighting function. In that de4nition
properties (1), (2) and (3) already appeared as (F2), (F1) and (F4), respectively.
However property
(F3) f(O; )=f(stn(;O); )
in [3] is here replaced by properties (4) and (5) above. From the equality stn(;O)=
stn(; st∗n(;O)) it is readily checked that property (F3) implies property (4). Moreover,
if (F3) holds then no cell in K satis4es all hypothesis in (5). Hence (F3) also implies
property (5). So that, w.l.f.’s generalize lighting functions in [3]. Notice that all the
three functions in Example 3.3 satisfy property (F3). In order to show that the class
of w.l.f.’s strictly contains all lighting functions we give the following
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Fig. 2. The w.l.f. h in Example 3.4 does not satisfy property (F3).
Example 3.4. Let h be the w.l.f. de4ned on R2 by h(O; )= 1 if and only if: (a)
dim =2 and ∈O; (b) dim =0 and st2(;R2)⊆O; (c) dim =1 and one of the
two following conditions holds:




(c2) ∈ supp(O) and there exist ; ∈ st∗2 (;R2)− O such that ∩ = ∅.
To check that h does not satisfy property (F3), one observes that for the digital
objects O and O′ and the 1-cell  in Fig. 2 the equality st2(;O)= st2(;O′) holds;
however the de4nition of h yields that h(O; )= 1 while h(O′; )= 0.
In order to associate a continuous analogue with each digital object, we consider
some other intermediate levels. To introduce them we choose an arbitrary but 4xed
centroid-map c :K→|K | on the polyhedral complex K .
The device level of O is the pair (K(O); fO), where K(O)= {∈K | 6, ∈O}
is the subcomplex of K induced by the cells in O, and fO is the function de4ned on
K(O) by fO(O′; )=f(O; )f(O′; ), for O′⊆O and ∈K(O). It is not diKcult to
show that fO is actually a w.l.f. and so (K(O); fO) is a digital space. Notice, however,
that the plain restriction of f to the set P(O)×K(O) does not satisfy property (3) in
De4nition 3.2.
The logical level of O is an undirected graph, LfO , whose vertices are the centroids
of n-cells in O and two of them c(); c() are adjacent if there exists a common face
6∩  such that f(O; )= 1.
The conceptual level of O is the directed graph CfO whose vertices are the centroids
c() of all cells ∈K with f(O; )= 1, and its directed edges are (c(); c()) with
¡.
The simplicial analogue of O is the order complex AfO associated to the directed
graph CfO . That is, 〈c(0); c(1); : : : ; c(m)〉 is an m-simplex of AfO if the sequence
c(0); c(1); : : : ; c(m) is a directed path in C
f
O ; or, equivalently, 0¡1¡ · · ·¡m are
cells in K lighted for the digital object O.
Notice that, for any object O, the conceptual level CfO is an acyclic, transitive and
locally 4nite directed graph. From these properties it is easily checked that the simplicial
analogue AfO is in fact a simplicial complex; moreover, it is a full subcomplex of the
derived subdivision K (1) induced in K by the centroid-map c.
This leads us to de4ne the continuous analogue of O as the underlying polyhedron
|AfO | of the simplicial complex AfO .
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Fig. 3. Levels of two digital objects, O and cell2(R2), for the w.l.f.’s fmax and g in Example 3.3.
In Fig. 3 are shown a digital object O and its levels for two distinct lighting functions.
This illustrates how the continuous analogue of an object directly depends on the
considered lighting function. However, a digital object may have the same levels for
two diPerent lighting functions. This is the case, for the w.l.f.’s fmax and g, of the
object cell2(R2), consisting of all the pixels of the device model R2. Notice, also in
Fig. 3, that the support of the object O is a two-dimensional polyhedron, while its
continuous analogue |AgO | is one-dimensional.
For the sake of simplicity, we will usually drop “f” from the notation of the levels
of an object. Moreover, for the whole object celln(K) we will simply write LK , CK
and AK for its levels.
It is worth to point out that several other authors have already used polyhedra to de-
4ne a “continuous analogue” of digital objects. Some of these continuous analogues are
only de4ned for a particular family of objects (for example, surfaces in [9, 15]), while
other de4nitions stand for arbitrary objects in the grid Z3 [20, 13, 10, 12]. Most of the
continuous analogues in the literature can be found as particular cases of our construc-
tion for suitable digital spaces (see [1, 3] and Theorem 8:2 in this paper). Indeed, our
notion of continuous analogue is more general, since it works for any grid of points.
In any case, continuous analogues are used to take advantage of the powerful ma-
chinery of polyhedral topology in order to prove results in digital topology as well
as to check that new digital notions represent accurately the usual ones de4ned over
the continuous analogue of objects; this will be the case of our notion of digital
connectedness (see Section 4). However it is also possible to proceed along the in-
verse way. That is, we may directly say that an object satis4es the digital counterpart
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Fig. 4. Property (5) in De4nition 3.2 is required to obtain a right representation of the connectivity of the
complement of any object.
of a given topological property P if its continuous analogue satis4es P. Then it is
needed to characterize digitally that property, or at least to 4nd suKcient conditions,
at a level as close to the logical one as possible, to ensure that an object satis4es it;
this will be the case of our notion of digital manifold (see Section 5).
We 4nish this section explaining the intuitive ideas underlying properties (1)–(5) in
the de4nition of weak lighting function (De4nition 3.2).
Property (1) expresses that the n-cells in a digital object O are always perceived
when we look at this object. In addition to these pixels, we can only perceive cells
in the physical support of O, supp(O), by property (2). Actually, the lighting function
determines what lower dimensional cells in supp(O) are perceived.
Property (3) is needed to ensure that the continuous analogue |AO| of any object O
is a subspace of the continuous analogue |AK | of the whole space celln(K). Moreover,
it is straightforwardly checked from property (3) that the logical level LO is a (non
necessarily full) subgraph of LK , CO is a full subgraph of CK , and AO is a full
subcomplex of AK .
Finally, both properties (F3) in [3] and (4) in this paper state that whether a cell  is
lighted or not for a given object O is a local property of the object, and so it depends on
the pixels of O in certain vicinity of . In property (F3) we choose the smallest “digital
neighbourhood” of  in O, namely stn(;O)= st(;K)∩O, to state this local condition.
However, |st(;O)| is not, in general, a neighbourhood of the cell  in the polyhedron
|K |. Due to this, we enlarge the vicinity of  in O up to st∗n(;O)=N (;K)∩O,
where N (;K)= {∈K | 6.∈K and .∩  = ∅} is the smallest subcomplex of K
which is also a neighbourhood of  in |K |. This new local condition provides a strictly
more general family of lighting functions, as shown in Example 3.4. But this family
must be restricted since, otherwise, our continuous analogue would not provide a right
interpretation of the connectivity of complements of objects, as we show in Example 3.5
below. To avoid this, we require in addition property (5); see Theorem 4.2.
Example 3.5. On the device model R2, we consider the function f given by f(O; )
= 1 if and only if ∈O or st∗2 (;R2)⊆O. Notice that f satis4es properties (1)–(4)
in De4nition 3.2. However property (5) fails for the 1-cell  and the objects O1 and
cell2(R2) in Fig. 4(a). To check the latter one observes that f(cell2(R2); )= 1 for every
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cell ∈R2, while f(O1; )= 1 if and only if ∈O1 or ∩ = ∅= ∩  (see Fig. 4(b)).
Moreover, this de4nes the continuous analogue of O1 as the polyhedron |AO1 | shown
in grey colour in Fig. 4(c), and |AR2 |=R2. Hence, the complement |AR2 | − |AO1 | of
the continuous analogue of O1 (the white hole in Fig. 4(c) containing c() and c())
is a connected space, which does not correspond with our intuitive perception of the
complement cell2(R2)− O1 of O1 consisting of two isolated pixels ; .
4. Connectivity in digital spaces
It is well known that, in order to avoid connectivity paradoxes, two diPerent notions
of connection, one for digital objects and the other for their complements, must be
de4ned in most of the grids considered in the graph-theoretical approach to digital
topology. Both notions can be found as particular cases of our more general de4nition
of connection for pairs of digital objects, which was introduced in [3] in terms of the
device model of a digital space as follows.
Denition 4.1. Let O and O′ be two disjoint digital objects in a digital space (K;f).
Two n-cells ; ∈O are said to be O′-adjacent in O if there exists a common face
6∩  such that f(O′; )= 0 and f(O∪O′; )= 1. An O′-path in O from  to  is
a 4nite sequence (i)mi=0⊆O such that 0 = , m=  and i−1 is O′-adjacent in O to
i, for i=1; : : : ; m.
Notice that each ∈O is O′-adjacent to itself, since f(O∪O′; )= 1 and f(O′; )
= 0. Thus the existence of O′-paths de4nes an equivalence relation on O. We call each
equivalence class of O under this relation an O′-component of O; and we say that O
is O′-connected if it has only one O′-component. It is not evident from de4nitions that
the O′-components of O are O′-connected digital objects themselves. We will prove
this property in Remark 4.6 below.
Given a digital object O in a digital space (K;f) the previous de4nitions provide an
entire family of notions of connection for O in relation to any object O′⊆ celln(K)−O.
The extreme cases, when O′= ∅ and O′=celln(K) − O, represent the connectivity of
the digital object O itself and the connectivity of O as the complement of the object
O′=celln(K)−O, respectively. So, we will usually drop any reference to the object O′
in the special case O′= ∅, and we will simply talk about adjacency, paths, components
and the connectedness of the object O.
As it was remarked in Section 3, we must check the accuracy of De4nition 4.1
showing that the connectivity of any digital object agrees with the connectivity of
its continuous analogue. This will be done in the following theorem by character-
izing the O′-components of an object O at each level of our architecture. Below,
L1\L2 = {∈L1 | ∩ |L2|= ∅} will stand for the simplicial complement of L2 in L1,
where L1 and L2 are subcomplexes of a simplicial complex L; and if G;H are graphs,
G\H denotes the subgraph of G induced by the vertices which are not in H .
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Theorem 4.2. Let O and O′ be two disjoint digital objects in a digital space. The
family F of O′-components of O can be described in any of the following ways
1: Conceptual level: F= {OG}; where OG = {∈O | c() is a vertex of G}; and G
ranges over the family of components of the directed graph CO∪O′\CO′ .
2: Simplicial level: F= {OA}; where OA= {∈O | c()∈A}; and A ranges over the
family of components of the simplicial complement AO∪O′\AO′ .
3: Continuous level: F= {OX }; where OX = {∈O | c()∈X }; and X ranges over
the family of components of the space |AO∪O′ | − |AO′ |.
For lighting functions in [3] this result was already stated and its proof sketched.
However, the proof of Theorem 4.2 for arbitrary weak lighting functions as intro-
duced in this paper is quite a lot elaborate, and we consider interesting to include it
here in detail. The 4rst goal will be to prove part (1) directly from de4nitions (see
Theorem 4.10). Then, part (2) is an immediate consequence of part (1), since the
directed graph CO∪O′\CO′ is the 1-skeleton of the simplicial complement AO∪O′\AO′ .
Finally, to derive part (3) from part (2) we will require some additional lemmas from
polyhedral topology; see Theorem 4.14.
Before proceeding with the proof of Theorem 4.2, observe that, in general,
O′-connectedness cannot be characterized at the logical level of our architecture. For
example, the complement cell2(R2) − O of the object O shown in Fig. 3 is not
O-connected in the digital space (R2; fmax), while the complement L
fmax
R2 \LfmaxO of
its logical level is a connected graph. Despite this, the connectedness of digital objects
can be characterized at all levels of our architecture as stated in the following.
Theorem 4.3. For a given digital object O; the following properties are equivalent:
(1) O is connected (i.e.; ∅-connected); (2) LO is a connected graph; (3) CO is a
connected directed graph; (4)AO is a connected complex; and (5) |AO| is a connected
polyhedron.
Proof. It is immediate from de4nitions that (1) and (2) are equivalent, while the rest
of equivalences are consequences of Theorem 4.2.
To prove part (1) in Theorem 4.2 we will need the following technical lemmas. The
4rst one is an immediate consequence of property (4) in the de4nition of w.l.f.’s and
the equality stn(;O)= st∗n(;O) for  any vertex in K (see Lemma 3.1(1)).
Lemma 4.4. Let O1⊆O2 be two objects in a digital space (K;f). If ∈K is a vertex
with stn(;O1)= stn(;O2) then f(O1; )=f(O2; ).
Lemma 4.5. Let O1⊆O2 be two objects in a digital space (K;f) and ∈K such that
f(O1; )= 0; f(O2; )= 1 and stn(;O1)= stn(;O2). Then; there exists ∈ (O1;O2)
= {.¡ |f(O1; .)= 0; f(O2; .)= 1} such that stn(;O1) is a proper subset of stn(;
O2).
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Proof. The result will be proved by induction on the dimension of .
Firstly, notice that dim ¿0 by Lemma 4.4; so, assume dim =1. Property (5) of
w.l.f.’s guarantees that there exists a proper face  of  in the set (O1;O2). Then,
the result holds for  by Lemma 4.4 again since dim =0.
If dim  =1, let .∈ (O1;O2). Since O1⊆O2, stn(.;O1)⊆ stn(.;O2). Assume the
equality holds; otherwise the result is proved. Then, since . is a proper face of , the
result holds inductively for some ∈ .(O1;O2)⊆ (O1;O2).
Remark 4.6. The previous lemma provides the key to prove that any O′-component
C of O is itself an O′-connected object. For this, one observes that stn(;O)⊆C
for any cell ∈K with f(O∪O′; )= 1 and for which there exists ∈C with 6.
Hence stn(;C ∪O′)= stn(;O∪O′) and, moreover, f(C ∪O′; )= 1 since otherwise
Lemma 4.5 leads to a contradiction. From this, it is easily derived that any O′-path in
O which is contained in C is also an O′-path in C, and the result follows.
For the next lemma from graph theory, we recall that a vertex v in a directed graph
G(V; E) is called a source if none edge in G ends at v (i.e., {w | (w; v)∈E}= ∅), and
v is a sink if none edge in G starts from v (i.e.,{w | (v; w)∈E}= ∅).
Lemma 4.7. Let G(V; E) be an acyclic; transitive and locally 9nite directed graph.
For any pair a; b of sinks in a connected component of G; there exists an undirected
path (vi)ki=0 in G from a to b; where k =2m is an even number; such that v2i is a
sink and v2i−1 is a source; for i=1; : : : ; m.
Proof. Since a; b are vertices in a component of G, we can consider an undirected path
"=(vi)ki=0 in G from a to b such that vi and vj are adjacent if and only if |i − j|=1.
If, in addition, a and b are sinks of G, then the length of " is necessarily an even
number k =2m. Indeed, since G is transitive, there are not three vertices vi−1; vi; vi+1
in " with (vi−1; vi); (vi; vi+1)∈E. Otherwise, vi−1 and vi+1 would be adjacent. Similarly
if (vi; vi−1), (vi+1; vi) are edges in G.
Finally, we derive from " a new path for which the even vertices are sinks and
the odd ones are sources. Indeed, if v2i is not a sink, the set {v | (v2i ; v)∈E} is not
empty and, furthermore, it contains a sink w2i since G is acyclic, transitive and locally
4nite; then, we can replace v2i with w2i in " by the transitivity of G. Similarly, if
v2i−1 is not a source, we replace it with the source w2i−1 that necessarily exists in the
set {v | (v; v2i−1)∈E}.
In the next lemma "1 ∗"2 will denote the concatenation of the paths "1 = (.1i )m1i=0 and






0; namely "1 ∗ "2 = (.10; : : : ; .1m1 ; .21; : : : ; .2m2 ).
Lemma 4.8. Let O1⊆O2 be two objects in a digital space (K;f) and ∈K such that
f(O1; )= 0; f(O2; )= 1 and stn(;O1)= stn(;O2). If 1; 2 ∈ (O1;O2)= {.¡ |
f(O1; .)= 0; f(O2; .)= 1} are such that stn(i;O1) = stn(i;O2); i=1; 2; then there
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exists a path "=(c(.i))2mi=0 in CO2\CO1 from c(1) to c(2) with .2j−1 ∈O2 −O1; for
j=1; : : : ; m.
Proof. It is immediate from the hypothesis that stn(i;O1) is a proper subset of
stn(i;O2). So that, there exist two n-cells 1 ; 2 ∈O2−O1 such that i¡i , i=1; 2.
On the other hand, by property (5) in the de4nition of w.l.f.’s, (O1;O2) is connected
in @. Thus, there exists a path 4=(c(5i))ki=0 in CO2\CO1 from c(1) to c(2) with
5i ∈ (O1;O2), i=0; : : : ; k. The desired path " will be derived from 4 by induction
on dim .
Firstly, notice that dim ¿0 by Lemma 4.4. Furthermore, dim ¿1 since otherwise
1 and 2 are the vertices of the edge , and {1; 2}= (O1;O2) would not be con-
nected in @. So, assume dim =2, and hence dim 5i61 for 06i6k. We claim that
there exists an n-cell i ∈O2−O1 such that 5i¡i, for each edge 5i, 0¡i¡k. Indeed,
5i−1; 5i+1 are the vertices of 5i and, since {5i−1; 5i+1}= 5i(O1;O2) is not connected in
@5i, property (5) in the de4nition of w.l.f.’s implies that stn(5i;O1) is a proper sub-
set of stn(5i;O2). Then, the path "="1 ∗ "2 ∗ "3 is obtained as follows: one replaces
each edge 5i in (c(5i))k−1i=1 by the corresponding n-cell i to obtain "2; if dim 1 = 0
then "1 = (c(1); c(1)) and otherwise, if dim 1 = 1, "1 = (c(1); c(1 ); c(51)); and,
similarly, either "3 = (c(k−1); c(2)), if dim 2 = 0, or "3 = (c(5k−1); c(2 ); c(2)) for
dim 2 = 1. Notice that, in any case, the length of " is an even number.
Next, assume the result holds for any cell  with dim ¡l and let dim = l. Since
CO2\CO1 is a transitive directed graph we can assume, as in the proof of Lemma 4.7,
that there are not three successive points c(5i−1); c(5i); c(5i+1) in 4 such that either
5i−1¡5i¡5i+1 or 5i−1¿5i¿5i+1. Let us consider the path 4′=41 ∗ 4 ∗ 42, where
41 is either (c(1)) if 1 = 50¡51 or otherwise, if 50¿51, 41 = (c(1); c(1 ); c(51)),
and similarly either 42 = (c(2)) if 2 = 5k¡5k−1 or 42 = (c(5k−1); c(2 ); c(2)) for
5k¿5k−1. Recall that i ∈O2−O1 and i¡i for i=1; 2. In any case, notice that the
length of 4′ is an even number. Thus one can write 4′=(c(5′i ))
2m
i=0; and it is easy to




2j hold for each 16j6m.
From 4′ another path "′=(c(.′i))
2m









2j;O1) =stn(5′2j;O2) or, otherwise, .′2j ∈
5′2j(O1;O2) is the face of 5
′
2j whose existence is granted by Lemma 4.5. Notice that
stn(.′2j;O1) =stn(.′2j;O2) in any case, and the relations .′2j−2¡.′2j−1¿.′2j still hold.
Two cases are then possible for each .′2j−1:
Case 1: stn(.′2j−1;O1) =stn(.′2j−1;O2). Then there exists 2j−1 ∈O2−O1 with .′2j−1
62j−1, and hence "j =(c(.′2j−2); c(2j−1); c(.
′
2j)) is a path in CO2\CO1 .
Case 2: stn(.′2j−1;O1)= stn(.
′
2j−1;O2). As dim .
′
2j−1¡ dim , there exists inductively
a path "j from c(.′2j−2) to c(.
′
2j) satisfying the required properties.
Then, the desired path is "="1 ∗ "2 ∗ · · · ∗ "m.
Proposition 4.9. Let O and O′ be two disjoint digital objects in (K;f). Two n-cells
; ∈O belong to an O′-component of O if and only if their centroids c(); c() are
vertices of a component of CO∪O′\CO′ .
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Proof. First, assume that ; ∈O belong to the same O′-component of O, and let
(i)mi=0⊆O be an O′-path from  to . Then, the sequence (c(i))2mi=0, where 2i = i
(06i6m) and 2i−16i−1 ∩ i is such that f(O∪O′; 2i−1)= 1 and f(O′; 2i−1)= 0
(16i6m) is a path in CO∪O′\CO′ . Notice that in the special case O′= ∅, the comple-
ment CO∪O′\CO′ coincides with the conceptual level CO and (c(i))2mi=0 turns to be a
path in CO.
Conversely, we claim that there is a path "=(c(.i))2mi=0 in CO∪O′\CO′ from c()
to c() with .2i ∈O (06i6m). Then, (.2i)mi=0 is an O′-path from  to . Indeed, we
know that CO∪O′\CO′ is an acyclic, transitive and locally 4nite directed graph. Then,
Lemma 4.7 applies and we 4nd a path (c(i))2mi=0 from c() to c() such that c(2i) is
a sink and c(2i−1) is a source in CO∪O′\CO′ , for 06i6m.
Next, we will derive " from this other path. For this consider 4rst the case O′= ∅.
Since f(O; 2i)= 1, property (2) of w.l.f.’s yields that 2i ∈ supp(O), and hence it is
face of some i ∈O. But 2i cannot be a proper face of i since c(2i) is a sink in
CO; thus, 2i = i ∈O and hence "=(c(i))2mi=0 is the desired path.
If O′ = ∅, Lemma 4.5 implies that stn(2i−1;O′) =stn(2i−1;O∪O′) since c(2i−1)
is a source. Moreover, if 2i =∈O, for some 16i¡m, then stn(2i;O′)= stn(2i;O∪O′);
otherwise, c(2i) would not be a sink. Thus, by Lemma 4.8, there exists a path
"i =(c(.ij))
2mi
j=0 in CO∪O′\CO′ from c(2i−1) to c(2i+1) with .i2j−1 ∈O. Then "="1 ∗
"2 ∗ · · · ∗ "m, where "i =(c(2i−1); c(2i); c(2i+1)) if 2i ∈O.
We are now ready to characterize O′-connectedness at the conceptual level of our
architecture:
Theorem 4.10. There is a 1–1 map between the O′-components of O and the com-
ponents of CO∪O′\CO′ . Moreover; the O′-components of O are the objects OG = {∈
O | c() is a vertex of G}; where G ranges over the components of CO∪O′\CO′ .
Proof. The result follows from Proposition 4.9 if we show that OG = ∅ for each com-
ponent G of CO∪O′\CO′ . Let c() be a vertex in G. If stn(;O′) is a proper sub-
set of stn(;O∪O′) we trivially 4nd an n-cell ∈O with 6. Notice that this is
the case when O′= ∅, since stn(;O) = ∅=stn(; ∅) whenever c() is a vertex of CO.
If stn(;O′)= stn(;O∪O′), we 4nd ′ ∈ (O′;O∪O′) with stn(′;O′) =stn(′;O∪O′)
by Lemma 4.5. Then, as in the previous case, ′6∈O, and the result follows since
c(′); c() and c() are all vertices of G.
The characterization of O′-connectedness at the simplicial level of our architecture
(Theorem 4.2(2)) is an immediate consequence of Theorem 4.10 since CO∪O′\CO′ is
the 1-skeleton of AO∪O′\AO′ . So that, when O′= ∅, the components of a digital object
O are characterized by the components of its simplicial analogue AO. This leads us
immediately to the characterization at the continuous level, since the latter are in 1–
1 correspondence with the components of the continuous analogue |AO|. But in the
general case, O′ = ∅, the result is not so simple because |AO∪O′ | − |AO′ | is an open
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polyhedron. To complete the characterization at this level we need some additional
results from polyhedral topology.
Proposition 4.11. Let L1 =L2 be full subcomplexes of a simplicial complex L. Then
two vertices v; w∈L1\L2 which are joined by a path in |L1| − |L2| are joined by a
simplicial path in L1\L2; that is; there is a sequence (vi)mi=0 of vertices such that
v0 = v; vm=w and 〈vi−1; vi〉 is a 1-simplex in L1\L2; for i=1; : : : ; m.
In the proof of Proposition 4.11 we use the following lemma. Recall that the open
star of a vertex v∈L is the open set ◦st(v;L)= ⋃{◦ | v∈ ∈L}⊆ |L|.
Lemma 4.12. For L1; L2⊆L as above; the following equality holds:
|L1| − |L2| =
⋃
{ ◦st(v;L1) | v is a vertex in L1\L2}:
Proof. As L1; L2⊆L are full subcomplexes, the set of vertices of L1\L2 is non-
empty unless L1⊆L2. Then, if v is a vertex in L1\L2, it is not diKcult to show that
◦
st (v;L1)⊆ |L1| − |L2|. For this it is enough to check that if x∈ ◦st (v;L1) ∩ |L2| then
there exists a simplex ∈L2 with x∈◦ and v∈ , which is a contradiction. Conversely,
assume that x∈ |L1| − |L2| and let  be the only simplex in L1⊆L such that x∈ ◦.
Hence  =∈ L2 and, as L2 is a full subcomplex, there exists a vertex v of  which does
not belong to L2. Thus, x∈ ◦ ⊆ ◦st(v;L1) and the result follows.
Proof of Proposition 4.11. Let " : I = [0; 1]→|L1|−|L2| be a continuous path with "(0)
= v and "(1)=w. We can apply the Lebesgue Lemma to the open cover {"−1( ◦st
(v;L1)) | v =∈L2} of I . Thus, there is a partition of the unit interval [0; 1=n]; : : : ; [k=n; (k+
1)=n]; : : : ; [(n − 1)=n; 1] such that "([k=n; (k + 1)=n])⊆ ◦st(vk ;L1) for some vertex vk in
L1\L2 (06k¡n). As vk is the only vertex in ◦st (vk ;L1) it follows that v0 = v and
vn−1 =w. Moreover, since "((k + 1)=n)∈ ◦st(vk ;L1) ∩ ◦st(vk+1;L1), the edge 〈vk ; vk+1〉
exists in L1\L2 (06k¡n) and the proof is complete.
Corollary 4.13. Let L1; L2⊆L be full subcomplexes. Then the path-components of
|L1| − |L2| are in 1–1 correspondence with the components of L1\L2.
Proof. As L1; L2⊆L are full subcomplexes the set of vertices of L1\L2 is non-empty
unless L1⊆L2. Also it is clear that each component of C ⊆L1\L2 determines a unique
path-component DC ⊆ |L1| − |L2| with C ⊆DC . In fact, DC =DC′ yields C =C′. This
follows from Proposition 4.11.
Moreover, given a path-component D⊆ |L1| − |L2|, let x∈D and ∈L1 with x∈ ◦.
As L2 is a full subcomplex, let ∈L2 be the face of  spanned by the vertices of  in
L2. Furthermore, there exists at least a vertex v∈ −. Then v∈L1\L2 and the segment
"⊆  joining v to x is contained in |L1| − |L2|. Thus, if C =Cv is the component of
v in L1\L2 we have D=DC and the correspondence C → DC is bijective.
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Theorem 4.14. There is a 1–1 map between the O′-components of O and the compo-
nents of |AO∪O′ | − |AO′ |. Moreover; the O′-components of O are the digital objects
OX = {∈O | c()∈X } where X ranges over the set of components of |AO∪O′ | −
|AO′ |.
Proof. Since AO′ and AO∪O′ are locally 4nite complexes, connectedness and path-
connectedness are equivalent in the space |AO∪O′ | − |AO′ |. Then, the result follows
from Theorem 4.2(2) and Corollary 4.13.
Remark 4.15. (1) We have just shown in Theorem 4.2 that the O′-connectivity rep-
resents accurately the connectivity of the complements of digital objects. As it was
remarked in Section 3, property (5) in De4nition 3.2 is required for this purpose and,
actually, it is essential for the proof of Theorem 4.2. Notice, however, that only the two
4rst requirements stated in property (5) (i.e., that (O1;O2) is a non-empty connected
set in @) have been used in that proof (in Lemmas 4.5 and 4.8, respectively). The
third requirement (i.e., f(O; )= 1 for every ∈ (O1;O2) and O2⊆O) is only needed
to ensure that the device level of any digital object O⊆ celln(K), (K(O); fO), is itself
a digital space (see the de4nition of device level of an object after Example 3.4).
(2) It is worth to point out that, although the weak lighting functions can be under-
stood as particular types of Kovalevsky’s “face membership rules” [14], our de4nition
of connectivity is slightly diPerent from that considered by this author, which is the
same normally used in abstract cell complexes. We refer to [3, Section 6] for a com-
plete discussion on this point. Also in [3] it is stated the relationship between our notion
of connectivity and the (; )-connectivity de4ned on Z3 within the graph-theoretical
approach to digital topology.
5. Digital manifolds
In the previous section we have used our architecture to show that a merely com-
binatorial de4nition, as the notion of O′-connectivity, is a suitable counterpart of the
topological notion we have at the continuous level. But, as it was quoted in Section 3,
one may also proceed along the inverse way; namely, given a continuous notion or
result, one can try to translate it through the architecture to obtain its digital coun-
terpart. Following this pattern we de4ne the notion of digital manifold in terms of
the continuous analogue as follows: an object M in a digital space (K;f) is called a
digital n-manifold if its continuous analogue |AM | is a polyhedral n-manifold without
boundary (see [1]). However, doing that, the problem of characterizing digitally this
notion naturally arises; that is, given an arbitrary digital space (K;f), 4nd necessary
and suKcient conditions at the logical level to determine what digital objects are digital
manifolds in (K;f). Under this general setting, this “digital characterization problem
of manifolds” seems to us extremely intricate. However, for dimension one we have
obtained the following characterization of digital curves (1-manifolds), which shows
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that our notion coincides with the usual de4nition of curve in the graph-theoretical
approach to digital topology.
Theorem 5.1. Let M be a connected digital object containing at least four n-cells in
a digital space (K;f). The two following properties are equivalent:
1: M is a digital 1-manifold.
2: Each ∈M is adjacent in M to exactly two other n-cells 1; 2 ∈M .
Proof. Assume M is a digital 1-manifold; that is, |AM | is a polyhedral 1-manifold,
and so lk(c();AM )= {c(1); c(2)} consists of two vertices for each c()∈AM . In
particular, if ∈ celln(K) then ∈M and necessarily i¡ (i=1; 2); moreover, i is
not a face of j, {i; j}= {1; 2}, since otherwise the 1-simplex 〈c(i); c(j)〉 is contained
in lk(c();AM ). In case  =∈ celln(K), stn(;M)= {1; 2} since ∈ supp(M) by prop-
erty (2) in De4nition 3.2. Thus, for a given ∈M , lk(c();AM )= {c(1); c(2)} with
1; 2¡, and lk(c(i);AM )= {c(); c(i)} where i ∈M and i =  ∩ i (i=1; 2).
Hence  is adjacent in M to both 1 and 2; and if ∈M −{} is adjacent to  then
i6 ∩  for some i∈{1; 2}, and so = i.
Conversely we 4rst observe that there are not three n-cells 1; 2; 3 ∈M mutually
adjacent. Otherwise, as M is connected, the existence of a fourth n-cell in M implies
that one of these n-cells 1; 2; 3 is adjacent to at least three n-cells in M . Next,
we check that lk(c();AM ) is a 0-sphere for all c()∈AM . Indeed, if dim ¡n then
stn(;M)= {1; 2} with = 1 ∩ 2, since ∈ supp(M) and all the cells in stn(;M)
are mutually adjacent. If dim = n (i.e., ∈M), let 1; 2 ∈M be the two n-cells ad-
jacent to  through the faces i6∩ i (i=1; 2). Then, ij, {i; j}= {1; 2}, since
otherwise these three n-cells would be mutually adjacent. Hence, lk(c();AM )= {c(1);
c(2)} and the proof is 4nished.
From a practical point of view, rather than tackling the general “digital characteriza-
tion problem of manifolds” stated above, it seems to us more realistic to 4nd answers
to the following, and apparently simpler, twofold problem: (1) given a 4xed digital
space (K0; f0), 4nd necessary and suKcient conditions at the logical level to determine
whether a digital object is a digital n-manifold in (K0; f0); and (2) given a class C of
digital objects in a device model K0, de4ne a w.l.f. f0 in such a way that C is the
set of digital n-manifolds in (K0; f0). In [3] we solve the second form of this problem
for the classes of (; )-surfaces, ; ∈{6; 18; 26} and (; ) =∈ {(6; 6); (18; 6); (18; 18)},
and, in this paper, the class of strong 26-surfaces is characterized as the class of digital
2-manifolds of the digital space (R3; fBM ) given in Section 7.
Despite these diKculties, the general “digital characterization problem of manifolds”
is not an obstacle to translate relevant continuous results, as the Jordan–Brouwer Sep-
aration Theorem, to the device level. In [1] we already stated a digital version of the
Jordan–Brouwer Theorem at an earlier stage in our framework, in which lighting func-
tions had not been de4ned yet and the only “continuous perception” implicitly used
was that associated with the w.l.f. fmax in Example 3.3. This theorem plays a key role
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in the proof of our main results in Section 8. Due to this, and also to its relevance, we
next prove it for the present version of our architecture. For this we need the following
technical lemma.
Lemma 5.2. Let (K;f) be a digital space. Then
1: For any 9nite digital object O in (K;f); its continuous analogue is a compact
polyhedron.
2: Assume |AK |=Rm and let X ⊆Rm be a compact set. Then; OX = {∈ celln(K) |
∩X = ∅} is a 9nite digital object in (K;f).
Proof. (1) Let K(O)= {∈K | 6∈O} be the subcomplex of K induced by the
cells in O. If O is 4nite, the polyhedron |K(O)|= ⋃{ | ∈O} is compact since it
is the 4nite union of compact polytopes. Thus |AO| ⊆ |K(O)| is compact since it is a
closed polyhedron.
(2) For each n-cell ∈ celln(K), let us consider the open set
U =
⋃
{ ◦st(c();AK) | c() ∈ st(c();AK)}:
Notice that c() is the only centroid in U such that dim = dimK . Then {U}∈OX is
an open cover of X . Indeed, if x∈X there exists a simplex .= 〈c(.0); : : : ; c(.k)〉 ∈AK
such that x∈ ◦.. Since .k6 for some ∈ celln(K), then c(.k)∈ st(c();AK) and x∈ ◦.
⊆U. Finally, as X is compact there exists a 4nite cover {Ui}ri=1⊆{U}∈OX , and
OX ⊆{ ∈ celln(K) | ∩ i; 16i6r} is a 4nite object since K is a locally 4nite com-
plex.
Theorem 5.3 (Digital Jordan--Brouwer Theorem). Let (K;f) be a digital space such
that |AK |=Rm. If a digital object M in (K;f) is a connected digital (m−1)-manifold;
then its complement celln(K)−M is divided into two M -components. Moreover; if M
is 9nite then one of the M -components is also 9nite.
Proof. If M is a connected digital (m − 1)-manifold, its continuous analogue |AM |
is a polyhedral (m − 1)-manifold without boundary and, furthermore, it is connected
by Theorem 4.3. Thus, the continuous Jordan–Brouwer Theorem (see, for example,
III.11.17 in [7]) yields that |AK | − |AM |=Rm − |AM | has two connected compo-
nents, and the result follows by Theorem 4.14 since these components characterize the
M -components of celln(K)−M .
If, in addition, M is 4nite, then |AM | is compact by Lemma 5.2(1). Hence, one
of the components B of Rm − |AM | is bounded by |AM | (see 8.3.6 in [16]), and
the topological closure SB of B coincides with B∪ |AM | which is a compact set. Let
F = {∈ celln(K) | c()∈B} be the M -component of celln(K) −M determined by B;
see Theorem 4.2. Then, Lemma 5.2(2) yields that F ⊆{∈ celln(K) |  ∩ SB = ∅} is a
4nite object.
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In the literature it can be found several digital versions of the Jordan–Brouwer
Theorem for diPerent families of digital surfaces de4ned on the grid Z3. We cite
among others the papers of Morgenthaler and Rosenfeld [17], Kong and Roscoe [9],
and Kopperman et al. [13]. Theorem 5.3 can be understood as a generalization of these
results to arbitrary dimension and, furthermore, to grids of points distinct from Zn. The
generalization of the result due to Kopperman et al. is immediate after noticing that
Khalimsky’s spaces [8] agree with the conceptual level of the digital spaces (Rn; fmax).
While the results of Morgenthaler and Rosenfeld and Kong and Roscoe follow from
Theorem 5.3 since (; )-surfaces, for (; ) =(6; 6); are digital 2-manifolds for suitable
digital spaces (R3; f); see [3, Theorem 13].
6. Strong 26-surfaces
In [6, De4nition 6] Bertrand and Malgouyres introduced a new class of surfaces
for the grid Z3 endowed with the (26; 6)-adjacency. These surfaces, called strong 26-
surfaces, were originally de4ned in terms of the global notion of strong homotopy.
Later in [15] these authors provide an equivalent local characterization of strong 26-
surfaces within the family of strongly separating objects. In Section 9 we shall use
this characterization in order to prove that the class of strong 26-surfaces is exactly
the class of digital 2-manifolds for a suitable digital space (R3; fBM ). To do it, in this
section we appropriately restate in the language of our framework some notions and
results from [15].
Given a digital object O in the standard cubical decomposition of the Euclidean
3-space, R3; let Nk(;O) denote the set of 3-cells ∈O ( = ) which are k-adjacent
to  (k =6; 18; 26). If Nk(;O) = ∅ we say that  is k-adjacent to O. Notice that
N26(;O)= st∗3 (;O) − {}. In addition, let G6(;O) denote the set of 3-cells ∈
N26(;O) such that there exists a 6-path in st∗3 (;O) from  to  of length less than
or equal to 2. Using the identi4cation of the grid Z3 with the set cell3(R3) of 3-cells
in R3; the following equalities are immediate for any ∈O⊆Z3:
1. N26(;Z3 − O)= st∗3 (;R3)− O;
2. G6(;Z3 − O)=G6(; st∗3 (;R3)− O).
Denition 6.1 (De9nitions 6 and 7 in [15]). Let S be a 26-connected object in Z3.
Then, S is said to be a near strong 26-surface if the following four properties hold
for all ∈ S:
1. N26(;Z3− S) has exactly two 6-components A1 and A2 which are 6-adjacent to .
2. G6(;Z3 − S) has exactly two 6-components.
3. For each ∈N26(; S) the sets N26(;A1) and N26(;A2) are non-empty.
4. For each ∈N6(; S) the sets G6(;A1 ∪{}) and G6(;A2 ∪{}) are 6-connected.
An object O⊆Z3 is said to be strongly separating if Z3−O has two 6-components
and, moreover, each ∈O is 6-adjacent to both components (see [6]). Then, strong
26-surfaces are characterized as follows.
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Theorem 6.2 (Theorem 2 in [15]). Let S be a 26-connected strongly separating ob-
ject in Z3. Then S is a strong 26-surface if and only if it is a near strong 26-surface.
Moreover, in [15] it is also proved.
Proposition 6.3 (Proposition 1 in [15]). Any strong 26-surface is strongly separating.
Although the notion of near strong 26-surface is local, the characterization given
in Theorem 6.2 is not completely local because the notion of strongly separating is a
global one. To obtain a truly local characterization it remains to show (by Proposi-
tion 6.3) that any near strong 26-surface is a strongly separating object. This will be
a consequence of our Propositions 8.2 and 8.11 that, in this way, generalize the proof
given in [15, Theorem 6] only for 4nite near strong 26-surfaces. To show their result,
Malgouyres and Bertrand associate with each near strong 26-surface S a continuous
analogue ;S which is, in fact, a triangulation of a surface embedded in R3. We shall
use this surface to prove that any strong 26-surface S is a digital 2-manifold in the
digital space (R3; fBM ). So, in order to introduce ;S; we recall more notations and
results from [15] in the following paragraphs.
An elementary cube is a closed unit cube with vertices in Z3. Notice that the vertices
of an elementary cube C are the centroids of eight 3-cells in R3 which share a common
0-cell, and this 0-cell is the center of C. An elementary cube C is said to be maximal
with respect to an object O if C ∩O = ∅ and C ∩O=C′ ∩O whenever C ∩O⊆C′ ∩O
for some other elementary cube C′. For a 4xed digital object O; and if there is no place
to confusion, we will simply say that C is maximal. Finally, a maximal cube C is said
to be simple if for any 3-cell  with c()∈C ∩O the diPerence C ∩Z3 − O consists
of (centroids of) 3-cells in 6-components of st∗3 (;R
3)−O which are 6-adjacent to ;
otherwise C is said non-simple.
Lemma 6.4 (Lemmas 3 and 4 in [15]). Let S be a near strong 26-surface. If B⊆ st∗3
(0;R3)−S is a 6-component which is not 6-adjacent to 0 (i.e.; A0i =B; i=1; 2); then:
1: B= {0} with dim 0 ∩ 0 = 0; and;
2: if C is the elementary cube containing 0 and 0; then C ∩Z3 − S = {0; 1; 2; 3}
with dim 0 ∩ i =2 for i =0; that is; the three 6-adjacent 3-cells to 0 in C lie in
Z3− S and the three 18-adjacent 3-cells to 0 in C lie in S. Moreover C ∩A0i = ∅
(i=1; 2).
Remark 6.5. From Lemma 6.4 it follows that C is maximal with respect to S; and this
is the only possible non-simple maximal cube up to rotation or symmetry (see Fig. 5).
The proof of Lemma 6 in [15] actually shows the following.
Lemma 6.6 (Lemma 6 in [16]). With the same notation as in Lemma 6.4, assume
that A01 is the component of st
∗
3 (0;R
3)− S containing two 3-cells of C ∩Z3− S; say
1 and 2. Then; st∗3 (; S)⊆C for = 1 ∩ 2 (see Fig. 5).
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Fig. 5. A non-simple maximal elementary cube and its canonical cycle.
Lemma 6.7 (Lemma 7 in [15]). With the same notation as in Lemmas 6.4 and 6.6,
there exists a 6-path in st∗3 (;R
3) − S from 0 to 3; where = 0 ∩ 3. Moreover;
st∗3 (; S)⊆C by Lemma 6.6, since 0 and 3 are in a 6-component of st∗3 (1;R3)− S
(see Fig. 5).
By the use of the previous lemmas, Malgouyres and Bertrand associate a canonical
cycle with each non-simple maximal cube C; as the cycle de4ned by (0; 1; 3; 2; 0)
in Fig. 5. Moreover, they show in [15, Lemma 8] that this cycle does not depend on
the cell i.
Remark 6.8. If C is a non-simple maximal elementary cube, the de4nition above
yields that i; j ∈C ∩ S are not successive in the canonical cycle of C if and only
if st∗3 (i ∩ j; S)⊆C.
Each simple maximal cube C has also associated a canonical cycle. This is de4ned
as the subgraph induced by the 3-cells in C ∩ S in the 1d-adjacency graph of S. Recall
that two 3-cells ; ∈ S are said to be 1d-adjacent if they are 6-adjacent or they are
18-adjacent and no 3-cell in S is 6-adjacent to both  and . The existence of such a
canonical cycle is proved in [15, Lemma 5].
Given a near strong 26-surface S; ;S is then de4ned as a union of triangles. Each
triangle T ∈;S has as vertices two successive points of the canonical cycle of C; where
C is a maximal elementary cube with respect to S containing T ; and its third vertex
is either the center of the common 2-face of C and C′; if there exists a maximal
elementary cube C′ =C such that C′ ∩ S =C ∩ S; or the center of C otherwise. In [15,
Theorem 5] it is proved that the simplicial complex ;S is a topological surface without
boundary embedded in R3.
7. The digital space (R3; fBM )
In this section we introduce the digital space (R3; fBM ) and analyze several general
connectivity properties of objects in this space. In Section 9 we will show that the
digital 2-manifolds in this space are exactly the strong 26-surfaces.
The device model of (R3; fBM ) is the standard cubical decomposition of the
Euclidean 3-space, R3; and the function fBM :P(cell3(R3))×R3→{0; 1} is given by
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fBM (O; )= 1 if and only if: (a) dim =3 and ∈O; (b) dim =0; 2 and ∈ supp(O);
(c) dim =1 and one of the following conditions holds:
(c1) st3(;R3)⊆O;
(c2) ∈ supp(O) and st∗3 (;O)= st3(;O);
(c3) ∈ supp(O) and there exist ; ∈ st∗3 (;O); with ∩ = ∅.
In the next remark we collect some immediate properties of the function fBM .
Remark 7.1. (1) Given a cell ∈R3; fBM (O; )= 1 for any digital object O such that
st3(;R3)⊆O. In particular, fBM (cell3(R3); )= 1 for any cell ∈R3.
(2) Let O be a digital object in R3 and let ¡∈O with fBM (O; )= 0. If dim =2
then = ∩  with  a 3-cell in cell3(R3)−O. Moreover if dim =0 then the de4nition
of fBM yields that  =∈ supp(O); and necessarily the elementary cube C with center
in c()=  contains a 2-face whose four vertices are (the centroids of) 3-cells in
cell3(R3)− O. Finally, if dim =1 two cases are possible:
Case a:  =∈ supp(O). Then c() is the center of a 2-face F common to two ele-
mentary cubes, and the vertices of an edge of F are (centroids of) two 3-cells in
cell3(R3)− O.
Case b: ∈ supp(O). Let v1; v2 ∈R3 be the vertices of . As fBM (O; )= 0; the
de4nition of fBM implies that st3(;O) is strictly contained in st∗3 (;O)= st3(vi;O);
for some i∈{1; 2}. Then, the equalities st∗3 (;O)=
⋃2
i=1 st3(vi;O) and st3(;O)=⋂2
i=1 st3(vi;O) (see Lemma 3.1) yield f
BM (O; v1) + fBM (O; v2)= 1.
Next result shows that the pair (R3; fBM ) is actually a digital space.
Proposition 7.2. The function fBM is a weak lighting function on R3.
Proof. Properties (1) and (2) in De4nition 3.2 are obvious for fBM ; while
Remark 7.1(1) implies trivially property (3). Also a straightforward checking shows




n(;O) in Lemma 3.1.
In order to check property (5) we consider objects O1⊆O2 and a cell ∈R3 with
st3(;O1)= st3(;O2); fBM (O1; )= 0 and fBM (O2; )= 1. Notice that ∈ supp(O2) if
and only if ∈ supp(O1). Moreover, ∈ supp(O2) since fBM (O2; )= 1. Then, the de4-
nition of fBM yields dim =1 since otherwise fBM (O1; )= 1. Moreover, fBM (O1; )
= 0 implies st3(;R3)*O1 and hence st3(;R3)*O2. In fact, we are under case
(c3) in the de4nition of fBM for the pair (O2; ). Otherwise the equality st∗3 (;O2)=
st3(;O2) leads to fBM (O1; )= 1. Let 1; 2 ∈ st∗3 (;O2) with 1 ∩ 2 = ∅ given by
condition (c3), and let i = i ∩ ; i=1; 2; the vertices of . As ∈ supp(O2) it is read-
ily checked that i ∈ supp(O2); and hence fBM (O2; i)= 1; i=1; 2. Therefore (O1;O2)
is either {1} or {2} by case (b) in Remark 7.1(2).
Finally, for any object O with O2⊆O we have fBM (O; i)= 1; for {i}= (O1;O2);
since fBM (O2; i)= 1 and so i ∈ supp(O2)⊆ supp(O).
Our next goal is to show that the w.l.f. fBM provides the (26; 6)-connectivity on R3.
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Lemma 7.3. Let O be an object in (R3; fBM ). Two 3-cells ; ∈O are adjacent in O
(i.e.; their centroids de9ne an edge in the logical level LO) if and only if ∩  = ∅;
that is;  and  are 26-adjacent.
Proof. One observes that = ∩ ∈ supp(O) and hence fBM (O; )= 1 when dim =
0; 2. Moreover, if dim =1 and fBM (O; )= 0 then, by Remark 7.1(2), fBM (O; )= 1
for a vertex  of ; and so  and  are adjacent in O.
Proposition 7.4. The w.l.f. fBM provides the (26; 6)-connectivity on R3. In other
words; if O is a digital object in (R3; fBM ); then
1: C is a connected component of O if and only if it is a 26-component; and;
2: C is a O-component of cell3(R3)− O if and only if it is a 6-component.
Proof. By Lemma 7.3 the paths in O are exactly the 26-paths and hence (1) holds.
In order to show (2) let C and C′ be the O-component and the 6-component of
∈ cell3(R3) − O; respectively. We claim C =C′. For this let ∈C′ and (i)mi=0⊆
cell3(R3)−O a 6-path from  to . For each cell i = i−1 ∩ i we have fBM (O; i)= 0
and hence (i)mi=0 is an O-path in cell3(R
3)−O by Remark 7.1(1); see De4nition 4.1.
Conversely, if (i)mi=0 is an O-path from  to  and i6i−1 ∩ i; i=1; : : : ; m is
the face which makes i and i−1 O-adjacent (i.e., fBM (O; i)= 0) we can assume
that dim i61 since otherwise i and i−1 are directly 6-adjacent. Assume dim i =0.
Then a 2-face of the elementary cube with center in c(i)= i has its four vertices
in cell3(R3)−O; see Remark 7.1(2). From this observation one readily 4nds a 6-path
in cell3(R3) − O from i−1 to i. In case dim i =1 and i−1 is not 6-adjacent to i
(that is, their centroids lie in a 2-face of an elementary cube) there are two possible
cases. If st3(i;O) has at most one element, it is clear that i−1 and i are joined by a
6-path in cell3(R3)−O. Otherwise, if st3(i;O) has exactly two elements, we use case
(b) in Remark 7.1(2) to get fBM (O; )= 0 for a vertex ¡i6i−1 ∩ i; and then we
are again in the case dim i =0 above.
Since the function fBM satis4es fBM (cell3(R3); )= 1 for all ∈R3; the continuous
analogue of the whole space |AR3 |=R3 is the Euclidean 3-space. Hence we derive
from Theorem 5.3 the following Jordan–Brouwer Theorem for digital 2-manifolds in
(R3; fBM ). In order to ease the writing, the digital 2-manifolds in (R3; fBM ) will be
called fBM -surfaces.
Theorem 7.5. Let S be a connected fBM -surface. Then cell3(R3) − S has two S-
components (6-components according to Proposition 7.4). Moreover; if S is 9nite
then one of the S-components is also 9nite.
8. Characterizing fBM -surfaces as near strong 26-surfaces
As it was pointed out in Section 3, the continuous analogue given in our archi-
tecture may be used to de4ne new digital notions. From a practical point of view
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it arises the problem of characterizing those notions at a level so close to the de-
vice one as possible. This is the case of our de4nition of digital manifold (see Sec-
tion 5). Although to obtain a general characterization of this notion seems to be a
diKcult problem, Bertrand–Malgouyres’ near strong 26-surfaces provide such a charac-
terization for digital 2-manifolds in the digital space (R3; fBM ) as stated below. More
explicitly
Theorem 8.1. Let S be a connected digital object in (R3; fBM ). Then S is an fBM -
surface if and only if it is a near strong 26-surface.
This section is aimed to the proof of this theorem. The “only if” part is proved in
Proposition 8.14 below. In order to prove the “if ” part we make use of the continuous
analogue ;S constructed by Malgouyres and Bertrand for each near strong 26-surface
S. Since ;S is actually a surface without boundary embedded in R3 [15, Theorem 5]
it will suKce to show that our simplicial analogue AS triangulates ;S . Namely
Proposition 8.2. Let S be a near strong 26-surface. Then the simplicial analogue AS
is a simplicial subdivision of Malgouyres–Bertrand’s analogue ;S; and hence S is an
fBM -surface.
In the following lemmas we obtain several technical results which are needed in the
complex proof of Proposition 8.2 (done after Lemma 8.10). We start characterizing
the cells ∈R3 with c()∈AS in terms of the maximal cubes containing c(). This
is done in Lemma 8.3 for dim =0 and in Lemma 8.4 for dim =1; since cases
dim ∈{2; 3} are obvious from the de4nition of fBM .
Lemma 8.3. Let O be a digital object in (R3; fBM ). For an elementary cube C with
C ∩O = ∅ the following properties are equivalent.
1: If C′ is an elementary cube with C ∩O⊆C′ ∩O then C =C′; and hence C is
maximal with respect to O.
2: If ∈R3 is the 0-cell such that c() is the center of C then ∈ supp(C ∩O); and
hence c()∈AO.
Proof. Assume (2) and C ∩O⊆C′ ∩O; then ∈ supp(C ∩O)⊆ supp(C′ ∩O) and
hence c() is also the center of C′. Thus, C =C′.
Conversely, if  =∈ supp(C ∩O) then C ∩O is part of a face F ⊆C (see Remark 7.1
(2)). Then C ∩O⊆C′ ∩O for C′ =C the elementary cube with C ∩C′=F .
Lemma 8.4. Let S be a near strong 26-surface and  an 1-cell in R3. Then c()∈AS
if and only if the two elementary cubes C1; C2 with c()∈C1 ∩C2 are both maximal
with respect to S and; moreover; one of the two following conditions holds:
1: C1 ∩ S =C2 ∩ S = st3(;R3);
2: st3(; S)= {; } and ;  are successive in the canonical cycle of Ci (i=1; 2).
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Fig. 6. Con4gurations of maximal cubes C1; C2, with respect to an object O, such that C1 ∩O=C2 ∩O.
Only con4guration (d) can appear in a near strong 26-surface.
The proof of Lemma 8.4 is immediate after the following four lemmas. To introduce
them notice that, by the de4nition of fBM ; c()∈AS if only one of the following cases
occurs:
(a) st3(;R3)⊆ S;
(b) ∈ supp(S) and st∗3 (; S)= st3(; S) =st3(;R3);
(c) ∈ supp(S), st3(;R3)* S and there exist 1; 2 ∈ st∗3 (; S) with 1 ∩ 2 = ∅.
Then, in Lemma 8.5 we shall prove that case (b) is not possible for a near strong
26-surface; Lemma 8.6 is used to prove Lemma 8.7, which shows that case (a) corre-
sponds to (1) in Lemma 8.4; and, 4nally, case (c) corresponds to (2) as it is shown in
Lemma 8.8.
Lemma 8.5. With the notation of Lemma 8:4; assume that C1 ∩ S =C2 ∩ S and both
cubes C1; C2 are maximal. Then Ci ∩ S = st3(;R3) (i=1; 2). Therefore; for any 1-cell
∈ supp(S) the case st∗3 (; S)= st3(; S) = st3(;R3) never occurs.
Proof. In Fig. 6 are shown the four possible con4gurations of two maximal cubes
C1, C2, with respect to an arbitrary object O, which share a common 2-face of center
c() and such that C1 ∩O=C2 ∩O. If O= S is a near strong 26-surface, then both C1
and C2 are simple cubes according to Lemma 6.4, and thus the subgraph induced by
Ci ∩ S in the 1d-adjacency graph of S must be a cycle by [15, Lemma 5]. Hence, the
only possible con4guration of C1 and C2 for S is that depicted in Fig. 6(d), and so
Ci ∩ S =st3(;R3).
The second part is now immediate since st∗3 (; S)= st3(; S) implies C1 ∩ S =C2 ∩ S
=st3(; S) and moreover, ∈ supp(S) yields that both C1 and C2 are maximal.
Lemma 8.6. Let C be a maximal cube with respect to a near strong 26-surface S.
Assume; in addition; that the 0-cell ∈R3 is the center of C; and i ∈R3 (16i66) are
the six 1-cells such that c(i) are the centers of the 2-faces of C. Then ∈ supp(S)
if and only if st3(i;R3)* S; for 16i66.
Proof. Assume 4rstly that ∈ supp(S). If, in addition, st3(i;R3)⊆ S for some 16i66,
then C is a simple maximal cube according Lemma 6.4. However, the subgraph induced
by C ∩ S in the 1d-adjacency graph of S is not a cycle, which leads us to a contradiction
with [15, Lemma 5].
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Fig. 7. The center of a 2-face of an elementary cube which has exactly three of its vertices in a near strong
26-surface S is not lighted for S.
Conversely, if  =∈ supp(S) then C ∩ S is part of a 2-face Fi⊆C. Assume that c(i)
is the center of Fi. Then, if C′ =C is the other elementary cube with C ∩C′=Fi,
the maximality of C yields that C ∩ S =C′ ∩ S and, so, C′ is also maximal. Then,
Lemma 8.5 implies that st3(i;R3)=C ∩ S, and the result follows.
Lemma 8.7. With the notation of Lemma 8:4; st3(;R3)⊆ S if and only if Ci ∩ S =
st3(;R3) (i=1; 2); and so both C1 and C2 are maximal and simple.
Proof. The inclusion st3(;R3)⊆Ci ∩ S follows immediately from the hypothesis. Also
the other inclusion holds. Otherwise the 0-cell i in the center of Ci lies in supp(S),
since Ci contains elements of S on each face (see Remark 7.1(2)). But according
Lemma 8.6 this is not possible. Finally, from the equalities Ci ∩ S =st3(;R3) (i=1; 2)
it is easily derived that both C1 and C2 are maximal cubes; moreover, they are simple
by Lemma 6.4.
The converse is obvious.
Lemma 8.8. With the notation of Lemma 8:4; assume that st3(;R3)* S. Then  lies
in supp(S) and there exist 1; 2 ∈ st∗3 (; S) with 1 ∩ 2 = ∅ if and only if C1 and C2
are maximal and; moreover; st3(; S)= {; } with  and  successive vertices in the
canonical cycle of Ci.
Proof. Assume ∈ supp(S), and so st3(; S) contains at least two 3-cells. In addition,
the existence of 1 and 2 yields that Ci is maximal by Lemma 8.3. Moreover, if
st3(; S) contains only two 3-cells they are 1d-adjacent and successive in the canonical
cycle of Ci (being Ci simple or not). For this we use Remark 6.8 and Lemma 5
in [15].
We 4nish the proof by showing that st3(; S) does not contain three 3-cells (four
3-cells is not possible since st3(;R3)* S). Assume for a moment st3(; S)= {; ; >}
and ∈ st3(;R3)− S as in Fig. 7.
Property (3) in De4nition 6.1 implies that > is 26-adjacent to the 6-components
Ai ⊆ st∗3 (;R3) − S which are 6-adjacent to . Then there exists a vertex (3-cell)
w∈ st∗3 (;R3) − S =(C1 ∪C2) − S which does not lie in the 6-component of  in
st∗3 (;R
3)− S ⊆ st∗3 (;R3)− S.
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Without loss of generality we can assume that w∈C1. Then w = x (x is 6-adjacent
to ) and the other possibilities for w∈C1 leads to x∈ S or {y; y′}⊆ S. Hence there
is no 6-path in C1 ∩Z3 − S from  to . Nevertheless,  is 18-adjacent to  and
so it belongs to either A1 or A

2 by Lemma 6.4. Therefore one 4nds a 6-path in
(st∗3 (;R
3)−S)∪{} from  to  which necessarily goes through ?. Hence ? =∈ S. Next
we show that ?1; ?2 =∈ S and so @= i ∈ S for i=1 or 2 and there is no canonical cycle
in the maximal cube C2. Therefore st3(; S) only contains two 3-cells.
To show ?1; ?2 =∈ S we assume on the contrary that ?1 ∈ S. Then we apply property
(3) in De4nition 6.1 to ?1 and > and we get ?2 ∈ S. Hence  =∈A1 ∪A2 which is a
contradiction.
Conversely, the maximality of Ci (i=1; 2) yields that C1 ∩ S =C2 ∩ S by
Lemma 8.5, and so the sets (C1 − C2)∩ S and (C2 − C1)∩ S contains 3-cells 1 and
2, respectively. Then 1 ∩ 2 = ∅ and i ∈ st∗3 (; S)= (C1 ∪C2)∩ S.
To proceed with the proof of Proposition 8.2, we next show that, for a given near
strong 26-surface S, it is also a vertex of AS the center of each edge in ;S which is
determined by two successive vertices in the canonical cycle of a maximal cube with
respect to S.
Lemma 8.9. Let C be a maximal cube with respect to a near strong 26-surface S.
If ; ∈ S are successive vertices in the canonical cycle of C then c(∩ )∈AS .
Proof. Since ;  are successive in the canonical cycle of C we have dim ∩ ¿1.
If dim ∩ =2 there is nothing to prove. Otherwise, if dim ∩ =1 we claim that
st3(∩ ; S)= {; }. Indeed, if C is simple this is derived from the de4nition of the
canonical cycle of C since  and  are 18-adjacent, and if C is not simple it is
immediate from Lemma 6.4.
Let C′ be the other elementary cube such that C ∩C′ is the 2-face whose center
is c(∩ ). To 4nish the proof, it only remains, by Lemma 8.8, to show that C′ is
also a maximal cube. Otherwise, there is no canonical cycle in C′, and thus the edge
〈c(); c()〉 lies in the boundary of exactly one triangle of ;S . But this is a contradiction
since ;S has no boundary.
Finally, in the proof of Proposition 8.2, we will also need the following.
Lemma 8.10. Let S be a near strong 26-surface and ∈R3 a 2-cell with st3(;R3)=
{; }. If c()∈AS then ; ∈ S are successive vertices in the canonical cycle of some
maximal cube with respect to S.
Proof. The de4nition of fBM yields that ; ∈ S. In that case, there necessarily ex-
ists a maximal cube C containing c() and c(). Moreover, C is simple according
Lemma 6.4. Thus, its canonical cycle is the subgraph induced by C ∩ S in the
1d-adjacency graph of S; and hence ;  are successive in such a cycle since they
are 6-adjacent.
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Fig. 8. The three possible con4gurations (up to rotation or symmetry) of the triangles in ;S (a)– (c), and
their subdivision by triangles in AS (d)–(f).
Proof of Proposition 8.2. It will suKce to show (1) any triangle T ∈;S is the union
of two triangles of AS and (2) any simplex of AS is contained in some triangle
of ;S .
Firstly we prove (1). Let C be a maximal cube containing T and let c(); c() and
c() be the vertices of T , where c() and c() are successive in the canonical cycle of
C and c() is either the center of a 2-face of C (dim =1) or the center of C itself
(dim =0).
If dim =1, the de4nition of ;S yields that C ∩ S =C′ ∩ S, where C′ =C is a maxi-
mal cube such that c() is the center of the common 2-face C ∩C′. Then,
Lemma 8.5 implies that C ∩ S =st3(;R3) and hence c()∈AS . In case dim =0
the de4nition of ;S yields that the (equivalent) conditions of Lemma 8.3 hold, and
so c()∈AS . Furthermore, by Lemma 8.9 one also gets c(∩ )∈AS in both cases;
thus, T is the union of the triangles 〈c(); c(∩ ); c()〉 and 〈c(); c(∩ ); c()〉 of
AS , as depicted in Fig. 8.
In order to prove (2) we observe that any vertex c()∈AS belongs to |;S |. Namely,
this is clear for dim =3. For dim =2 it follows from Lemma 8.10, for dim =1
from Lemma 8.4, and for dim =0 from Lemma 8.3, respectively.
Next, we check that any edge L= 〈c(1); c(2)〉 ∈AS lies in some triangle of ;S .
Assume dim 1 = 0. Then the elementary cube C with center c(1)= 1 is maximal
with respect to S by Lemma 8.3. If in addition dim 2 = 3, L is actually an edge in
;S . In case dim 2 = 2 then we derive from Lemma 8.10 that L is part of the trian-
gle 〈c(1); c(); c()〉 ∈;S , where ; ∈ cell3(R3) are such that 2 = ∩ . Finally, if
dim 2 = 1, by Lemmas 8.6 and 8.4 we are under the (equivalent) conditions of Lemma
8.8; therefore, st3(2; S) consists of two successive 3-cells 3; 4 in the canonical cycle
of C, and so L⊆〈c(1); c(3); c(4)〉 ∈;S .
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Let now assume dim 1 = 1. We are under the (equivalent) conditions of either
Lemma 8.7 or 8.8. In any case the result follows by the same arguments above.
Finally, in case dim 1 = 2 then dim 3 = 3 and the result is immediate after Lemma
8.10.
We now proceed to check that dimAS62. Indeed, if the cells 0¡1¡2¡3,
with dim i = i, determine a 3-simplex in AS we derive from Lemma 8.3 that the
elementary cube C with center c(0)= 0 is maximal with respect to S. Moreover,
c(2)∈AS yields that 3; 4 ∈ S, with 2 = 3 ∩ 4, are successive in the canonical cycle
of C; see Lemma 8.10. Since {3; 4}⊆ st3(1; S) we are not under the (equivalent)
conditions of Lemma 8.8, and hence the (equivalent) conditions of Lemma 8.7 hold; see
Lemma 8.4. But then we are in contradiction with Lemma 8.6. Therefore dimAS62
as it was claimed.
Finally, we will show that any triangle 〈c(1); c(2); c(3)〉 ∈AS is contained in some
triangle of ;S . Indeed, the no existence of tetrahedra implies dim 3 = 3, and the previ-
ous arguments for the edge 〈c(1); c(2)〉 show that 〈c(1); c(2)〉⊆ 〈c(1); c(); c()〉
∈;S , where 2 = ∩  and  and  are successive 3-cells in some canonical cycle.
Then, if dim 2 = 2 it is immediate that 3 ∈{; }. Otherwise, if dim 2 = 1 then
dim 1 = 0 and, as above, we are under the (equivalent) conditions of Lemma 8.8.
Thus, 3 ∈ st3(2; S)= {; } and the proof is now 4nished.
Once the “if” part of Theorem 8.1 has been proved, we proceed with the proof
of the “only if” part (Proposition 8.14). Next result will be used in that proof as
well as to extend to the in4nite case the local characterization of strong 26-surfaces
(Theorem 9.1).
Proposition 8.11. Let S be a connected fBM -surface in (R3; fBM ). Then S is a strongly
separating object.
Proof. According to Theorem 7.5, cell3(R3) − S has two 6-components C1 and C2.
Moreover, these components are determined by the connected components X1; X2 of
|AR3 | − |AS |=R3 − |AS |. Namely, Ci = {∈ cell3(R3) | c()∈Xi} (see Theorem 4.2).
So it will be enough to show that for all ∈ S both 6-components are 6-adjacent
to . For this we use that (B3; B2)= (|st(c();AR3 )|; |st(c();AS)|) is a relative
ball in (R3; |AS |); see Proposition A.4 in the appendix. Furthermore, if D1; D2 are
the two components of the diPerence D =B3 − B2, Proposition A.4 also implies the
existence of cells 1; 2 ∈R3 such that c(i)∈Di (i=1; 2). Then, applying Lemma
8.13 (see below) to 1 and 2 we get that st3(i;R3)− S (i=1; 2) are non-empty sets
contained in diPerent 6-components of st∗3 (;R
3) − S ⊆ cell3(R3) − S which are
6-adjacent to .
In the previous proof we have just used that (|st(c();AR3 )|; |st(c();AS)|) is a
relative ball for each ∈ S, and furthermore the characterization of the components
of the diPerence D = |st(c();AR3 )| − |st(c();AS)| given in Lemma 8.13 below. To
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prove this result, we need the following lemma, which is an immediate consequence
of Remark 7.1(2).
Lemma 8.12. Let O be an object in (R3; fBM ) and ∈O. Let  be a face of  with
c() =∈AO (i.e.; fBM (O; )= 0). Then st3(;R3)− O is a non-empty set contained in
a 6-component of st∗3 (;R
3)− O which is 6-adjacent to .
Lemma 8.13. Let S be an fBM -surface in (R3; fBM ) and ∈ S. Given two faces
; ¡ with c(); c() =∈AS the centroids c() and c() are in the same compo-
nent of D = |st(c();AR3 )| − |st(c();AS)| if and only if st3(;R3)∪ st3(;R3)− S is
contained in a 6-component of st∗3 (;R
3)− S which is 6-adjacent to .
Proof. Assume that c() and c() lie in the same component of D, and let (c(i))mi=0
be a simplicial path in D from c() to c(); see Proposition 4.11. We have 0 = ,
m=  and either i¡i−1 or i−1¡i; i=1; : : : ; m. Since







it will suKce to show that the latter is part of a 6-component of st∗3 (;R
3)− S.




3) − S ⊆A, where A is a 6-component of st∗3 (;R3) − S
which is 6-adjacent to . If k−1¡k then st3(k ;R3)⊆ st3(k−1;R3) and the result
follows for k. In case k¡k−1 we already know that st3(k ;R3)− S is contained in a
6-component B of st∗3 (;R
3)− S by Lemma 8.12, and A=B since ∅ =st3(k−1;R3)−
S ⊆A∩ (st3(k ;R3)− S).
Conversely, given 3-cells ;  =∈ S with ¡ and ¡ they are joined by a
6-path in st∗3 (;R
3)− S ⊆ cell3(R3)− S and hence the vertices c(); c()∈R3 − |AS |
are joined by a path in R3 − |AS |. Therefore both c() and c() lie in the same com-
ponent of R3−|AS | and by the property of relative balls (see Lemma A.2 in Appendix
A) they are in the same connected component of D.
We are now ready to show the “only if” part of Theorem 8.1.
Proposition 8.14. Let S be an fBM -surface in (R3; fBM ). Then S is a near strong
26-surface.
Proof. To prove this result it will suKce to check that properties (1)–(4) in
De4nition 6.1 hold for each ∈ S.
By Proposition 8.11, S is a strongly separating object and thus st∗3 (;R
3)− S has at
least two 6-components. Hence property (1) will follow if we show that N26(;Z3 −
S)= st∗3 (;R
3)− S has at most two 6-components which are 6-adjacent to . For this,
let 1; 2 ∈ st∗3 (;R3)− S be two 3-cells which are 6-adjacent to . We apply Lemma
8.13 to 1 = 1 ∩  and 2 = 2 ∩  to derive that both 1 and 2 belong to the same
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6-component of st∗3 (;R
3) − S if and only if the centroids c(1) and c(2) belong to
the same component of D = |st(c();AR3 )| − |st(c();AS)|. Now the result follows
from Lemma A.2 since (|st(c();AR3 )|; |st(c();AS)|) is a relative ball in (R3; |S|);
see Proposition A.4.
Next, we prove property (2); that is, the set G6(;Z3 − S) has exactly two
6-components. Furthermore, we will show that these components are G6(;A1) and
G6(;A2), where A

i (i=1; 2) are the 6-components of st
∗
3 (;R
3) − S which are
6-adjacent to .
Obviously each 6-component of G6(;Z3 − S) is contained in either A1 or A2 . So,
to prove property (2), it will suKce to check that G6(;Z3 − S) has at most two
6-components. Let 1; 2 ∈G6(;Z3 − S) be two 3-cells 6-adjacent to . Furthermore,
assume that both 1; 2 belong to the same 6-component of st∗3 (;R
3)− S. Then, our
task will be accomplished if we show that 1; 2 are in the same 6-component of
G6(;Z3 − S). For this we proceed as follows. By Theorem 7.5 we know that the
centroids c(1); c(2) are in the same component C ⊆R3 − |AS |. Hence c(∩ 1) and
c(∩ 2) belong also to C and moreover, by Lemma A.2, these centroids are in the
same component of the diPerence D = |st(c();AR3 )| − |st(c();AS)|. Thus, Proposi-
tion 4.11 allows us to 4nd a sequence of vertices (c(i))mi=0 determined by a simplicial
path in D joining c(∩ 1) to c(∩ 2). We claim that G6(; st3(i;R3)−S) is a non-




is contained in a 6-component of G6(;Z3 − S). Then property (2) follows since
{1; 2}⊆Am.
In order to prove the claim we 4rstly show that the set G6(; st3(i;R3) − S) is
non-empty for all 06 i 6 m. Otherwise, by Lemma 8.15 below, we have dim i =1,
i ∈ supp(S) and c(.i1); c(.i2)∈AS where .i1; .i2¡ are the two 2-cells with = .i1 ∩ .i2.
In particular, 0¡i¡m since dim ∩ 1 = dim ∩ 2 = 2. Moreover, for all 06 j 6 m,
j¡ but c(j) =∈ st(c();AS) and hence i−1 and i+1 are the vertices of i. Neverthe-
less, the de4nition of fBM (see Remark 7.1(2)) implies fBM (S; i−1)+fBM (S; i+1)= 1
and so either c(i−1) or c(i+1) is a vertex of AS . This is a contradiction and so
G6(; st3(i;R3)− S) = ∅ for all 06 i 6 m.
Next, we will proceed inductively to show that Am=
⋃m
i=0G6(; st3(i;R
3) − S) is
contained in a 6-component of G6(;Z3−S). The set A0 coincides with G6(; st3(∩ 1;
R3) − S) and the result follows from Lemma 8.15. Assume Ak−1 is contained in
a 6-component of G6(;Z3 − S). If k−1¡k then st3(k ;R3)⊆ st3(k−1;R3) and so
Ak ⊆Ak−1. Otherwise, k¡k−1 and
∅ = G6(; st3(k−1;R3)− S) ⊆ Ak−1 ∩ G6(; st3(k ;R3)− S)
shows that G6(; st3(k ;R3) − S) is contained in the same 6-component as Ak−1 and
the result follows.
Finally we check that the two 6-components C1 and C2 of G6(;Z3 − S) are ex-
actly G6(;A1 ) and G6(;A

2). Since both 6-components A

i have elements which are
6-adjacent to , it follows that C1 and C2 cannot be contained in the same Ai . Without
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loss of generality we can assume that Ci⊆Ai , i=1; 2. Then, for any >∈Ci, >∈Ai
and so it is either 6-adjacent to  or there exists >′ ∈Ci which is 6-adjacent to > and .
In any case >∈G6(;Ai ). Moreover, G6(;Ai )⊆G6(;Z3− S)=C1 ∪C2 and Ci⊆Ai
yields G6(;Ai )⊆Ci.
To prove property (4) it will be enough to show that any ∈N6(; S) is 6-adjacent
to both 6-components G6(;Ai ), since all elements in G6(;A

i ∪{}) − G6(;Ai )
are 6-adjacent to . For this we consider the 2-cell .= ∩ . It is clear that c(.)∈AS .
Moreover any centroid c()∈D.= |st(c(.);AR3 )|−|st(c(.);AS)| satis4es ¡. and then
c()∈D; otherwise .¡ implies that ∈{; } and so c()∈AS . Notice also that
the pairs (|st(c(.);AR3 )|; |st(c(.);AS)|) and (|st(c();AR3 )|; |st(c();AS)|) are relative
balls in (R3; |AS |) and hence each D. and D have two components which determine the
components of R3− |AS |. Moreover, by Proposition A.4 one 4nds cells 1; 2¡. with
c(1) and c(2) lying in diPerent components of D. and hence in diPerent components
of D. Now Lemma 8.13 implies that st3(1;R3)− S and st3(2;R3)− S are contained
in diPerent 6-components of st∗3 (;R
3) − S. Without loss of generality we assume
st3(i;R3)− S ⊆Ai and hence G6(; st3(i;R3)− S)⊆G6(;Ai ). Two possibilities can
occur for i. If dim i =0 or dim i =1 and i =∈ supp(S) then Remark 7.1(2) ensures
that there exists a 3-cell in G6(; st3(i;R3)−S) which is 6-adjacent to . Otherwise, if
dim i =1 and ∈ supp(S) again Remark 7.1 gives us a 0-cell ¡i with fBM (S; )= 0
and we apply the previous case to .
Finally we check property (3) in De4nition 6.1; that is, for each ∈N26(; S)
we must show that  is 26-adjacent to both A1 and A

2 . Given ∈N26(; S), by
Lemma 7.3 there exists  6 ∩  such that fBM (S; )= 1. In case dim =2 the
result follows from property (4) already proved above. In any case, for the 1-simplex
.= 〈c(); c()〉 ∈AS we have the relative ball (|st(.;AR3 )| |st(.;AS)|); see Proposi
tion A.4. Notice that the components of D.= |st(.;AR3 )| − |st(.;AS)| are contained
in diPerent components of D = |st(c();AR3 )| − |st(c();AS)|. Furthermore, Proposi-
tion A.4 gives us centroids c(1) and c(2) in each component of D. and hence of
D. Then, as above, Lemma 8.13 implies that st3(i;R3)− S ⊆Ai . To 4nish the proof
we observe that either i 6  6  or  6 i, and thus each >∈ st3(i;R3) − S is
26-adjacent to  since ∩ > contains either  or i.
Lemma 8.15. Let O be a digital object in (R3; fBM ) and let ∈O. If ¡ is such
that c() =∈AO then G6(; st3(;R3)−O) is contained in a 6-component of G6(;Z3−
O)=G6(; st∗3 (;R
3) − O). Moreover; G6(; st3(;R3) − O) is the empty set if and
only if dim =1; ∈ supp(O) and c(.1); c(.2)∈AO where .1; .2¡ are the two 2-cells
with = .1 ∩ .2.
Proof. As ¡ we get st3(;R3)⊆ st∗3 (;R3) and hence G6(; st3(;R3)−O)⊆G6(;
st∗3 (;R
3)−O). Moreover, Remark 7.1(2) shows that G6(; st3(;R3)−O)= st3(;R3)−
O is a one-point set if dim =2. In case dim =1 and  =∈ supp(O) Remark 7.1(2)
also shows that G6(; st3(;R3)−O) is 6-connected and contains at least two 6-adjacent
3-cells.
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Fig. 9. Circles are elements in G6(; st3(;R3)− O) and black dots are elements in O.
The case dim =1 and ∈ supp(O) yields, by Remark 7.1(2), that c() =∈AO for
a vertex ¡ and, since st3(;R3) − O⊆ st3(;R3) − O, we reduce this case to the
case dim =0 which we proceed to analyze. Since fBM (O; )= 0 then  =∈ supp(O)
and again Remark 7.1(2) yields that a 2-face of the elementary cube C with center
c() is contained in Z3−O. Therefore only the six non-empty con4gurations depicted
in Fig. 9 are possible (up to rotation or symmetry) for the set G6(; st3(;R3) − O)
when dim =0.
According to the previous analysis only the case dim =1 and ∈ supp(O) al-
lows the set G6(; st3(;R3) − O) to be empty. We next characterize this occur-
rence. Let 1; 2 ∈ cell3(R3) be the two 6-adjacent cells to  with = 1 ∩ 2. Then
1; 2 ∈O, since otherwise G6(; st3(;R3) − O) = ∅, and .i = i ∩  (i=1; 2) satisfy
the required property. Conversely, if c(.i)∈AO then .i ∈ supp(O) and so i ∈O. Hence
G6(; st3(;R3)− O)= ∅.
9. Final results and remarks
In this 4nal section we show how weak lighting functions are enough to replicate
the “continuous perception” associated with strong 26-surfaces. This is obtained as a
corollary of the next result which extends the local characterization of 4nite strong
26-surfaces in [15, Theorem 6].
Theorem 9.1 (Extension of Malgouyres--Bertrand’s Theorem). Let S be a possibly in-
9nite 26-connected object in Z3. Then S is a strong 26-surface if and only if it is a
near strong 26-surface.
Proof. As it was quoted in Section 6, by Theorem 6.2 and Proposition 6.3 it will suKce
to show that any near strong 26-surface S is a strongly separating object. In fact this
is immediate since S is an fBM -surface by Proposition 8.2, and then Proposition 8.11
yields the result.
This theorem, together with the equivalence of fBM -surfaces and near strong
26-surfaces proved in Theorem 8.1, shows the following characterization.
Theorem 9.2. A connected digital object in the digital space (R3; fBM ) is an fBM -
surface if and only if it is a strong 26-surface.
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It is worth to point out several other consequences of these results. Firstly notice
that our notion of continuous analogue extends to arbitrary objects the corresponding
notion de4ned by Malgouyres and Bertrand only for near strong 26-surfaces. This is
a consequence of Proposition 8.2, where it is shown that both notions of continuous
analogue coincide for near strong 26-surfaces in the digital space (R3; fBM ). And,
secondly, observe that a digital Jordan–Brouwer Separation Theorem for near strong
26-surfaces is obtained as a corollary of Theorems 9.2 and 7.5.
Finally, in next proposition we will show that no lighting function as de4ned
in [3] can adequately represent all strong 26-surfaces; and so, weak lighting
functions introduced in this paper are needed for this purpose. For this, we recall
that lighting functions are those w.l.f.’s which satisfy the following more restrictive
local property (see the paragraph before Example 3.4)
(F3) f(O; )=f(stn(;O); ).
Proposition 9.3. For every weak lighting function f on R3 satisfying f(O; )=
f(st3(;O); ); for any O⊆ cell3(R3) and ∈R3; there exists a strong 26-surface
which is not a digital 2-manifold in (R3; f).
Proof. Assume, on the contrary, that there exists a digital space (R3; f) such that
any strong 26-surface is a digital 2-manifold. Thus, the continuous analogue |AS | of
the strong 26-surface S = {∈R3 | c()= (x; y; z)∈Z3; x=y} is a polyhedral surface;
and so, lk(c();AS) is a combinatorial 1-sphere for each ∈ S. On the other hand,
property (2) in De4nition 3.2 implies that, for all ∈ S, the only faces  6  that
can be lighted by f for the surface S are those obtained as = ∩ , where ∈ S is
26-adjacent to . But all these faces must be lighted or, otherwise, lk(c();AS) would
not be an 1-sphere.
Now, let ;  be any pair of 3-cells in R3 such that dim =1, for = ∩ . A
suitable translation or rotation of S yields a strong 26-surface S, with the same prop-
erty obtained above for S, such that {; }⊆ S. Notice that st3(; S)= {; }. Then,
for any digital object O⊆ cell3(R3) such that st3(;O)= {; }=st3(; S), property
(F3) implies that f(O; )= 1. But this leads us to a contradiction since the contin-
uous analogue of the strong 26-surface SS = {∈R3 | c()= (0; y; z)∈Z3 with y + z
even}∪ {∈R3 | c()= (1; y; z)∈Z3 with y + z odd}, depicted in Fig. 10, is not a
polyhedral surface.
We have just proved that all strong 26-surfaces cannot be simultaneously found as
digital 2-manifolds in a digital space (R3; f) such that f satis4es property (F3). Despite
of this, each strong 26-surface is a digital 2-manifold in a digital space of the form
(R3; f) for a suitable lighting function f, as we show next.
Proposition 9.4. For any strong 26-surface S there exists a w.l.f. fS on R3 satisfying
f(O; )=f(st3(;O); ); for any ∈R3 and O⊆ cell3(R3); such that S is a digital
2-manifold in (R3; f).
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Fig. 10. A portion of the strong 26-surfaces S and SS used in the proof of Proposition 9.3.
Proof. As a consequence of Theorem 6.2 and Proposition 6.3, each strong 26-surfaces
is a near strong 26-surface, and so there exists a polyhedral surface ;S associated to
S. Then, it is enough to de4ne fS as follows:
1. fS(cell3(R3); )= 1 for all ∈R3.
2. fS(S; )= 1 if and only if c()∈ |;S |.
3. If S =O =cell3(R3) then fS(O; )= 1 if st3(;O)= st3(;R3), or fS(O; )=fS(S; )
if st3(;O)= st3(; S), or fS(O; )= 0 otherwise.
10. Concluding remark
Summarizing, we have generalized in this paper the notion of lighting function in
order to replicate the “continuous perception” associated with (near) strong 26-surfaces.
In fact, these surfaces have been characterized as digital 2-manifolds of a particular
digital space (R3; fBM ) de4ned on the grid Z3 by an appropriate weak lighting function.
This result leads us to believe that our notion of digital surface is much broader than
the corresponding notion of strong 26-surface. This belief is supported by the fact that
although strong 26-surfaces generalize the Morgenthaler and Rosenfeld (26; 6)-surfaces
(see [6, Theorem 9]) there is no such notion of strong surface generalizing (6; 26)-
surfaces (which in some sense represent the complementary continuous perception of
the former). However, we have already shown that (6; 26)-surfaces, actually all (; )-
surfaces with (; ) =(6; 6), can be also described as digital 2-manifolds in a suitable
digital space; see [3].
Appendix A
In this appendix we recall the notion of relative ball from polyhedral topology. We
use it to prove the separation properties of fBM -surfaces which show that these surfaces
are both near strong 26-surfaces and strongly separating objects (see Section 8).
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Denition A.1. Let M ⊆Rn be a polyhedral (n− 1)-manifold. A relative ball in
(Rn;M) is a pair of balls (Bn; Bn−1) such that (Bn−1; @Bn−1)= (Bn ∩M; @Bn ∩Bn−1).
The crucial property of relative balls is the following. The proof of this lemma is
an immediate consequence of Theorem 3 in [18]; see also [2, Lemma 7].
Lemma A.2. Any relative ball (Bn; Bn−1) in (Rn;M) veri9es that Bn−Bn−1 has ex-
actly two components each of which is contained in a distinct component of Rn−M .
In this way, relative balls can be used to determine the components of the comple-
ment of a polyhedral manifold, but also of a digital manifold. For this, let us consider
a w.l.f. f on a device model K with |AK |=Rm. Assume that M is a connected digital
(m − 1)-manifold in (K;f) and let (Bm; Bm−1) be a relative ball in (Rm; |AM |). Then
Theorem 4.2 shows that the M -components of celln(Rn) − M are determined by the
components of Rm − |AM | and so Lemma A.2 implies that they are also determined
by the components of Bm − Bm−1.
Next proposition gives us enough relative balls for our purposes.
Proposition A.3. Let K be a triangulation of Rn and let L⊂K be a full subcomplex
of K such that L is a combinatorial (n−1)-manifold without boundary. Then for any
simplex ∈L the pair (Bn; Bn−1)= (|st(;K)|; |st(;L)|) is a relative ball in (Rn; |L|).
Moreover both components of D = |st(;K)| − |st(;L)| contain vertices of K .
Proof. Given ∈L with dim = k, lk(;K) is an (n − k − 1)-sphere and lk(;L) is
an (n− k − 2)-sphere. Moreover,
(st(;K); st(;L)) = ( · lk(;K);  · lk(;L)) ∼= (Bn; Bn−1);
where “·” denotes the join of two simplicial complexes. Furthermore, since L is a full
subcomplex we have st(;L)= st(;K)∩L and lk(;L)= lk(;K)∩L. In addition the
equalities @st(;K)= @·lk(;K) and @st(;L)= @·lk(;L) are easily checked. These
equalities yield @st(;L)= st(;L)∩ @st(;K) and so the pair (Bn; Bn−1) above is a
relative ball in (Rn; |L|).
In order to check the last part of the proposition, let Ci (i=1; 2) the components
of D. It is a well-known fact that the topological closure SCi of Ci coincides with the
union Ci ∪ |L|. Moreover Ci ∪ |L| is a polyhedron. In fact Ci ∪ |L| is the underlying
polyhedron of the subcomplex Ji = {>∈K | > 6  and ∩Ci = ∅}. Also one checks
that Ji is a full subcomplex of K . Now let x∈D ∩C1 and let .∈K be the simplex
with x∈ ◦.. We claim that at least a vertex of . lies in C1. Otherwise x∈ .∈ J2 since
J2 is a full subcomplex.
Finally, from Proposition A.3 one gets immediately
Proposition A.4. Let (K;f) be a digital space with |AK |=Rm and let M be a digital
(m−1)-manifold in (K;f). Then; the pair (|st(.;AK)|; |st(.;AM )|) is a relative ball in
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(Rm; |AM |) for all simplex .∈AM . Moreover; for each component C ⊆ |st(.;AK)| −
|st(.;AM )| there exists ∈K with c()∈C.
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